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I  have been asked to initiate the lecture-discussion on “Judiciary— 
Judicial system in the past—as at present and future set-up”. I do 
n o t  presume, in the course of initiating the discussion on the subject, 
-t o  enlighten you with any information or material with which you 
-are not already acquainted. Some of you are eminent lawyers from 
-whom it is rather I who would get enlightenment. Others who are 
n o t  lawyers have better experience in life as well as in administration 
-of human affairs which must have given them keener insight into the 
actual working of our administration of justice. In. the course of 
o u r  day-to-day life or administration of affairs we generally get a 
partial view of our judiciary. This discussion would enable us to 
.get a comprehensive view of our judicial system as it was in the past 
and  as it is at present. About the future set-up I am not that confi
dent as to offer any definitive suggestion for acceptance. The work
in g  out of the future set-up should be a collective venture keeping 
in  view the lessons of the past, the experience of the present and a 
-vision we hold of the society of the future.

This discussion on our judicial system reminds me of a boastful 
Statement of Mrs. Margaret Thatcher, the present British Prime 
■Minister, in course of a debate in the House of Commons on the 13 th 
January, 1976 when she was the Leader of the Opposition. She said : 
■“They have given to a quarter of mankind and the same fraction of 
the earth’s surface the best laws, an impartial system of justice and 
an incorrupt administration.” By “they” she meant the British 
people, particularly those responsible for the administration of the 
territories of the empire. The portion of the earth’s surface she had 
in view includes the territory which now constitutes Bangladesh. 
Even if we discount the prodigy of the claim and the panegyric, her 
statement is not without foundation. It cannot be gainsaid that our 
present judicial system is more or less unmodified inheritance of the 
past and it was the handiwork of the British rulers. The system did 
not emanate or develop from the indigenous society or native institu
tions. It was imposed from above more to suit the needs of adminis
tration than the needs of society.

To get to the genesis of the system we have inherited one has to 
go back to 1862 when the High Court of Judicature at Fort William 
was established by Letters Patent of the 23rd June, 1862 to Abolish
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and replace the Court of Sadaf Diwani and Niiamat Adalat at 
Calcutta—the vesting Of the itldigfehbtls institutiOtts of the Nazim and 
the Diwan of the pre-British days. The Letters Patent also abolished 
at the same time, the Supreme Court established under the East India 
Company Act, 1773, Which applffed English law and exercised juris
diction in respect of British subjects residing in Bengal, Bihar and 
Orissa and also in respect of other persons for certain causes and in 
certain circumstances. The High Court so established had, in addi
tion to original and appellate jurisdictions spelt out in its charter, 
also all the jurisdictions of the Courts it replaced.

When the Government of the territories under the control of the 
East India Company was taken over by the British Crown by the 
Queen’s Proclamation of 1st November, 1858, thdre were, next below 
the Court of Sadar Diwani and Nizamat Adalat, four Provincial 
Courts of Appeal and Circuit. These courts were abolished in the 
course of continuous Change in the judicial institutions, jurisdictions 
and procedure.' The courts which were next below in hierarchy were 
the courts of Zilla and City Judges. These Courts were the outcome 
of changes which were being continuously made in the judicial system 
as reorganised by the Regulatioft of 1793 in respect of gradation Of 
authorities, principles of administration, jurisdiction and procedure. 
The real position even in 1853 Was so confused that Mr. Richard 
Clarke, the official' compiler of the enactments in force in Bengal in 
that year observed that the changes had caused “sUch entanglement 
and perplexity that ascertainment of the correct position required 
laborious study and comparison of numerous measures afid references”. 
The Zilla and City cburts presided over by a single judge exercised 
civil jurisdiction. The judges of these courts being Magistrates for 
“the Zillah or City Under his jurisdiction also exercised criminal juris
diction in lesser offenCeS. Ill the Case of serious offences, these judges 
committed the accused for trial to the court of circuit.

The jurisdiction of the Zillah and City coUrt had Undergone 
changes by successive measure utitil, on the criminal side, the cdurtS 
were given a sort of settled shape by the Codes of Criminal Procedure 
of 1872, 1877 and 1882. Successive revision of the Code of Criminal 
Procedure culminated in the enactment of the Code of Criminal 
Procedure, 1898 (Act V of 1898), which continues to be the chaftef 
of our subordinate judiciary oil the criininal side.

On the civil side also the jurisdiction and composition of the 
•courts had undergone several changes Until they took a settled shape 
tunder the Bengal, North-Western Provinces ahd Assam Civil Courts 
Act, 1877 (XII of 1877). This Act, With the modified title of the 
Civil Courts Act continues to b& tH© 'charter of our subordinate 
judiciary on the civil side. " '
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The structure of the judiciary an# the hierarchy, jurisdiction and 
pQwers of the ordinary civil and criminal courts took a settled shape 
at the close of th<? nineteenth century. At the appex was the High 
Court of Judicature at Fort William established by the Letters Patent 
of the 28th Decefnber, 1865. Oq the criminal as well as on the civil 
side the High Court had both original and appellate jurisdiction 
regulated by its charter, that is, the Letters Patent and the Codes 
relating to civil and criminal procedure and other relevant statutes. 
Subject to qualification appeals from the decision of the High Court 
lay to the judicial committee of the Privy Council. ‘

Next below the High Court were, the district Courts—the Court 
of the District Judge on the civil side and, except in the Presidency 
town of Calcutta, the Court of Session on the criminal side. The Court 
of the District Judge was the principal civil court of original jurisdic
tion. It had also appellate jurisdiction. There were also Additional 
Judges in a district where the volume of business before the District 
Judge required aid. An Additional Judge exercised the same juris
diction as the District Judge. ,

The Court of Session, presided over by the Sessions Judge, was 
the highest ordinary criminal court of original jurisdiction except 
where the H’gh Court had been given such jurisdiction in the 
presidency-town. There were also Additional and Assistant Sessions 
Judges appointed to exercise jurisdiction in the Court of Session's. 
The Additional Sessions Judge, like the Sessions Judge, could pass 
any sentence authorised by law, but an Assistant Sessions Judge was 
not competent to pass sentence pf death or of transnortation or 
imprisonment for a term exceeding seven years. The Court of 
Sessions tried offences triable by it upon commitment of the accused 
by the Magistrates. The Court of Session had also appellate powers 
jn respect of sentences passed by Magistrates and Assistant Sessions 
Judees except in cases where such sentences were appealable to the 
High Court.

Though the Court of District Judge or Additional District Judge 
was different from the Court of Session, the same person was 
appointed both as the District Judee and the Sessions Judw or, as 
the case may be, both as the Additional Judge and the Additional 
Session Judge. A Sessions Judge of one sessions division could be 
appointed as Additional Session Judge of another division. .

The civil court jiext below that of the District Judges was the 
Court of Subordinate Judge who had also unlimited pecuniary juris
diction. Except where a.statute in respect of any particular matter- 
otherwise provided, all civil suits above .a certain pecuniary limit were?
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' to be instituted in the Court of Subordinate Judges, being the court 
of the lowest grade in respect of suits above that limit. Appeal front 
the decision of a Subordinate Judge lied to the District Judge if the 
value of the original suit did not exceed a specified pecuniary limit 
and to the High Court in other cases. A Subordinate Judge was also- 
used to be appointed as Assistant Session Judge in the Court of 
Session and therefore, also exercised criminal jurisdiction as Assistant 
Sessions Judge.

The lowest in the grade of ordinary civil courts was the Court 
of the Munsif. The jurisdiction of the Munsif was limited to suits 
of which the value did not exceed specified limit. Except suits triable 
by a Small Cause Court, the Court of the Munsif was the court of 
original jurisdiction in respect of all civil suits within the limits of 
its jurisdiction. A Munsif had no appellate powers.

The Criminal courts below that of the Court of Session in the 
Districts outside the Presidency-town was the Courts of Magistrates. 
The Magistrates were of three grades— Magistrate of the First Class,. 
Magistrate of the Second Class and Magistrate of the Third Class. 
In every district one of the Magistrates of the First Class used to be 
appointed as the District Magistrate and one of the Magistrates o f 
the First or Second Class used to be placed in-charge of a subdivision 
who was called the Subdivisional Magistrate. The Magistrate of the 
First Class could pass sentence of imprisonment not exceeding two 
years, fine not exceeding one thousand rupees and whipping; the 
Magistrate of the Second Class could pass sentence of imprisonment 
not exceeding six months and fine not exceeding two hundred rupees; 
and a Magistrate of the Third Class could pass sentence of imprison
ment not exceeding one month and fine not exceeding fifty rupees.

In the Presidency-town, the criminal courts below the High Court 
exceed’ng original criminal jurisdiction were the courts of the Presi
dency Magistrates one of whom used to be appointed as the Chief 
Presidency Magistrate. The extent of power of a Presidency Magis
trate was the same as that of the Magistrate of the First Class.

There were another class of civil courts called the Courts of Small < 
Causes which mav be regarded as courts of lowest jurisdiction. They 
were first established in the Presidency-town and were designed foe 
sn^edv disposal of money suits of small valuation. The law on the 
subject of such Courts in the P,residency-towns, which was first 
enacted by Act IX of 1850, was consolidated and amended by the 
Presidency Small Cause Courts Act, 1882 (Act XV of 1882). In 
districts outside the Presidenrv-town. the Courts of Small Causes 
were first established by Act XLII of 1860 which was replaced by

i
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Act XI of 1865. The Act of 1865, as amended in 1867, was 
replaced by the Provincial Small Cause Courts Act, 1887 (Act IX 
of 1887), which consolidated and amended the law on the subject. 
Except an order for payment of costs for false claims or defences or 
an order imposing fine or directing imprisonment in civil prison, a 
decree or order of a Small Cause Court was final. The High Court 
could call for any case decided-by a Small Cause Court and pass any 
order thereon. '

This is the broad outline of the judicial system of Bengal at the 
commencement of this century. This system continued more or less 
undisturbed right up to the close of the British rule in August, 1947 
except for the introduction of the Federal Court on the 1st October, 
1937 at the top of the judicial hierarchy in India. The Federal Court 
was an element in the scheme of the judicial structure of Federation of 
India contemplated in the Government of India Act, 1935. The 
Federal Court had original jurisdiction, to the exclusion of all other 
courts, in disputes between the Federation and a Province or a
Federated State, or between two or more provinces, or between a
Province and a Federated State. This original jurisdiction was 
further limited when a State was a party or when any agreement
specifically excluded jurisdiction. In the exercise of its original
jurisdiction the Federal Court did not pronounce any judgment other 
than declaratory judgment. The Federal Court had also aopellate 
jurisdiction in respect of the decisions of a High Court if the High 
Court certified that it involved a substantial question of law as to 
the intemretation of the Government of Tn^’a Art. 1935 or anv order 
in council made thereunder. Appeal to His Majesty in Council lay 
from the decision of the Federal Court in the original jurisdiction 
or, with the leave of the Court, in other cases. The Federal Legisla
ture had power to enlarge the jurisdiction of the Federal Court but 
it was not, before the close of the British rule, enlarged. .

To sum up, the British rule closed with a judicial system which, 
excluding the courts and tribunals set up for special purposes, such 
as, labour courts under labour laws, consisted of the Federal Court 
.at the top which was the only court at the federal level and the High 
Court which was the highest court at the provincial level from, whose 
decisions appeal lay the Federal Court. Below the High Court, hx 
the descending order of hierarchy, the civil courts were the Courts 
of District Judge, the Court of Additional Judge; the Court of 
Subordinate Judge, the Court of Munsif and the Court of Small 
Causes; and the criminal courts were the Court of Session in which 
the Additional Sessions Judges and Assistant Session Judges also 
exercised jurisdiction and in the Presidency-town, the Presidency
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Magistrates and outside the Presidency-towji the Magistrates of the 
First Class, the Magistrates of the Second Class apd the Magistrates 
of the Third C|ass.

Pakistan comprising a part of the territories of British India was 
born on the 14th August, 1947 as an independent Dominion with 
the Government of India Act, 1935, as adapted, as its provisional 
Constitution. She inherited, in relation to her territories, the judicial 
system with which British rule in India closed. A Federal Court 
was established with the same jurisdiction, powers and functions as 
the Federal Court of India had in British India. East Bengal, as a 
province of Pakistan, inherited the judicial system of the undivided 
Province of Bengal. The High Court of East Bengal was set up for 
the Province, which comprised part of the territories of the Provinces 
Of Bengal and Assam, with the same jurisdiction, powers and functions 

. as the High Court of Calcutta had in relating to those territories 
except jurisdiction and powers relating to the Presidency-town of 
Calcutta. The decisions of the High Court of East Bengal was 
subject to the appellate jurisdiction of the Federal Court to the same 
extent as the decisions of the High Court of Calcutta was subject tp 
the appellate jurisdiction of the Federal Court of India. The 
Judicial Committee of the Privy Council continued to have the same 
appellate jurisdiction in respect of decisions of the High Court of 
East Bengal and the Federal Court of Pakistan as it had, before the 
14th August, 1947, in relation to the decision of the High Court of 
Calcutta and the Federal Court of India.

The Federal Court (Enlargement of Jurisdiction) Act, 1949 
(I ©f 1950), which came into force on the 1st February, 1950, 
enlarged the jurisdiction of Federal Court for entertainment of 
appeals from decisions from which apneals used to lie to the Privy 
Council Jurisdiction of the Privy Council to entertain appeals 
and petitions in respect of judgements, decrees or orders of a 
Court or tribunal in Pakistan was abolished with effect from the 
1st Mav, 1950 by the Privy Council (Abolition of Jurisdiction) 
Act, 1950. Thus, after the commencement of these two Acts, the 
Privy Council ceased to have any jurisdiction in respect of judge
ments, orders or decrees of any court of tribunal in Pakistan except 
those in respect of which the proceedings were already pending 
before it.

So far as East Bengal, later named as East Pakistan was concerned,; 
the Constitution of Pakistan of 1956 or of 1962, did not bring about 
any change in the judicial system or its basic principles except that 
gt the Federal level a Supreme Court was established to replace the,
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Federal Court. The Supreme Court tdok Ovef the jurisdiction of 
fiie Federal Coutt.

All the other courts in East Bengal, renamed as East Pakistan, 
below the High Court with their hierarchy, composition, powers and 
functions remained undisturbed. Apart from the ordinary civil and 
criminal courts which in the main constituted the judicial system, 
Special courts and tribunals were also set up undef special laws, such 
as, Tribunals under the Foreign Exchange Regulation Act, 1947 
<Il of 1947), Courts of Special Judges under the Criminal Law 
Amendment Act, 1958 (XL of 1958;, Labour Courts under labour 
laws, etc. Another class of courts, called Conciliation Courts which 
Were of the nature of conciliation machinery, was established at the 
lowest level for composition of minor civil and criminal disputes by 
the Conciliation Courts Ordinance, 1961 (XLIV of 1961). These 
Conciliation Courts were not innovations but were only modified 
versions of the Union Benches constituted under the Bengal Village 
Self-Government Act, 1919 (Ben. Act V of 1919). If those special 
courts and tribunals and conciliation courts which did not materially 
affect the basic structure of the system are ignored, the judicial system 
of East Pakistan did not, for so long as it remained a Province of 
Pakistan, undergo any change worthmentioning in characters com
position and powers or in the basic principles from what it had inherited 
from Bengal in British India; and that system was, as has been shown
■earlier, virtually the same as it was at the beginning of this century./

The people of the Province of East Pakistan christened the Province 
as Bangladesh and declared Bangladesh so christened to be aft 
independent sovereign People’s Republic by the Proclamation Of 
Independence issued on the 10th April, 1971. Though the Pfocla- 
mation of Independence was given retrospective effect .from the 26th 
March, 1971, Bangladesh authorities were hot able to exercise 
effective control of the territory until the surrender of the occupying 
Pakistan Army on the 16th December, 1971. t-nti! that date afi 
authorities, including the High Court and othet Courts, continued, 
to function as if no such Proclamation had been made. The High 
Court of East Pakistan, now being an institution under an existing 
law, ceased to exist from the day the Proclamation became an 
effective reality on that date. Hence, a High Court of Bangladesh 
was established by the Provisional Constitution of Bangladesh Order, 
1972. This Order gave no indication as to the powers, functions 
and jurisdictions of the1 High Court so established. Later, bv the 
High Court of Bangladesh Order, 1972 (P.O. No. 5 of 1972"), issued 
o n  the 17th January, 1972, the High Court of Bangladesh was
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given all such original, appellate, special, revisional, review, proce
dural and all other powers as were exercisable in respect of the 
territories of Bangladesh by the High Court at Dacca before the 26th 
March, 1971, except the power to issue any writ, order or direction 
in the nature of habeas corpus, mandamas, prohibition, quo warranto 
and certiorari. All proceedings which were pending before the 
High Court of East Pakistan were taken over by the High Court of 
Bangladesh. Nothing was said about the proceedings before the 
Supreme Court of Pakistan relating to the causes arising from the 
territories of the Province of East Pakistan. The Constitution of 
the People’s Republic of Bangladesh which was adopted by the 
Constituent Assembly on the 4th November, 1972, came into force 
on the 16th December, 1972. The Constitution established a Supreme 
Court for Bangladesh with two divisions—one called the Appellate 
Division and the other the High Court Division. Generally speak
ing, the High Court Division has inherited all such original, appellate 
and other jurisdictions and powers as were exercisable by the High 
Court of East Pakistan and the Appellate Division has inherited all 
such powers and jurisdictions as were exercisable by the Supreme 
Court of Pakistan in relation to the territories of the Province of 
East Pakistan. . Considered in the historical perspective, the High 
Court Division of the Supreme Court of Bangladesh may be said, 
without gross inaccuracy, to be the continuation, with different name 
and identity, of the High Court at Fort William' in Calcutta in rela
tion to the territories of Bangladesh through the High Court of East 
Pakistan established by successive Constitutions and the Appellate 
Division of the Supreme Court of Bangladesh to be the continuation 
of the Federal Court of India in relation to those territories through 
the Federal Court and the Supreme Court of Pakistan. The composi
tion of the Court, the qualifications of the Judges, the practice and 
procedure, formalities and rituals, dress and language and even the 
manner of addressing the judges, which is indubitably repugnant to 
the principle of a republic, continue to be the same. The only change 
worthmentioning is the addition of the power in respect of preroga
tive writs in favour of the successors of the High Court of Calcutta 
and the addition of the powers and jurisdiction of the Privy Council 
in favour of the successor of the Federal Court of India.

The Conciliation Courts introduced in 1961, which were the 
successors of the Union Benches introduced in 1919, have been 
replaced, with additional powers, by the Village Courts established 
under the Village Courts Ordinance, 1976 (Ord. LXI of 1976). The 
composition of the Village Courts is the same as that of the concilia
tion courts. Governing principle is composition rather than adjudica
tion of disputes. ' <
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. If certain adjustments in jurisdictions and powers required by 
changed circumstances are ignored, all the other courts, tribunals 
and judicial institutions continue to function as before as if there has 
been no political or constitutional change from the time of the British 
Rule. The composition of the courts, the practice arid procedure 
and the language and formalities remain unaltered. The qualifica
tions and method of recruitment of the judicial officers and their 
conditions of service still continue to be governed by, and in accor
dance with the principles of, the same old rules and, where they have 
been replaced, by rules drawn up almost in identical terms.

This gives us an overall picture of our judiciary as it has emerged 
in the course of developments during a period of more than a  century 
which is replete with events of revolutionary magnitude affecting 
the social and political landscape of the sub-continent. I  tyotdd here 
like to enumerate again in more precise terms the courts and- adjudi
cating agencies in the ascending order of their powers and jurisdic
tions. Such enumeration, I  feel, would be helpful for better com
prehension and memory inasmuch as the cases for trial and adjudica
tion move upwards from the lower to the higher authorities'.

. The ordinary civil courts, including appellate courts, that is, the 
courts of general jurisdiction on the civil side are the following:

1. The Village Courts for rural areas and Conciliation Bdards 
for the urban areas;

2. The Court of the Munsif;
3. The Court of Subordinate Judge;
4. The Court of Additional Judge and the District Judge;
5. The High Court Division of the Supreme Court; aifd
6. The Appellate Division of the Supreme Court.

The ordinary criminal courts, including appellate courts, that 
is, the courts of general jurisdiction on the criminal side'are the 
following:

1. The Village Courts for rural areas and Conciliation BoMrds 
for urban areas;

2. The Magistrates who are classified into Third Class, Second 
Class and First Class Magistrates' according fo the extent of 
sentences they can pass;

3- The Court of Session which includes the Courts of Assis
tant Sessions Judge whose power to pigs sentence is restricted 
and the Court of Additional Sessions Judge with the samf 
Unrestricted power of % Sessions Judge;' “

2
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4. The High Court Division of the Supreme Court; and
5. The Appellate Division of the Supreme Court.

There are also tribunals and adjudicating authorities of special 
jurisdiction both on the civil and the criminal side. They exercise 
special jurisdiction for adjudication of disputes of a special kind or 
trial of offences of special category. They generally follow special 
procedure laid in the statute by which they are constituted. It might 
be of interest to know about them. I would like to enumerate them 
here and such enumeration itself would give a general idea about 
them.

\
The Tribunals or adjudicating authorities of special jurisdiction 

on the civil side are the following :
1. The Income-Tax Appellate Tribunal which hears appeals 

from the decisions of the Income-Tax Authorities;
2. The Labour Courts which adjudicate and determine indus

trial disputes;
3. The Labour Appellate Tribunal which decides appeal from 

the decisions of the Labour Courts;
4. The Commissioner for Workmen’s Compensation who

adjudicates and determines compensation or liability to pay 
compensation under the Workmen’s Compensation Act, 
1923; .

5. The Insurance Appellate Tribunal which determines appeals
in respect of decisions of the Insurance Authorities under 
the Insurance Act, 1938 (IV of 1938); and ,

6. The Tribunal constituted under the Bangladesh Legal 
Practitioners and Bar Council Order, 1972 (P.O. No. 46 
erf 1972) which adjudicates upon questions arising under

' that Order.
\

The Tribunals or adjudicating authorities of special jurisdiction on 
the criminal side are the following:

1. The Tribunal constituted under the Foreign Exchange 
Regulation Act, 1947 (II of 1947), which tries offences 
under that Act;

2. Special Judges appointed under the Criminal Law Amend
ment Act, 1958 (XL of 1958), who exercise exclusive 
jurisdiction to try, accordance to the special procedure, the

, offences specified in the Schedule to that Act;
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3. The Special Tribunals constituted under the Special Powers 
Act, 1974 (XIV of 1974), which try, accordance to the 
procedure for summary trial of summons cases, the offences 
specified in the Schedule to that Act; and •

4. The Appellate Tribunal constituted under the Special Powers 
Act, 1974 (XIV of 1974), which decides appeals from the 
decisions of the Special Tribunals constituted under that 
Act:

This is so far as the past and the present positions of our judiciary 
are concerned. Coming to the question of future set-up, it arises only 
if the present system is proved to have failed to meet the require
ments of the time or is not likely to stand up to the challenge of the 
future. The first question, therefore, i s : Does the present judicial 
system meet our needs? In spite of the fact that the system, whose 
basic structure and principles continue to be what they, were eight 
decades ago, has demonstrated a vitality of its own and that it has 
many votaries, the answer to the question from all sides, I am sure, 
would be an emphatic No. Apart from other complaints against it, 
the very fact that more than twenty-five thousand- cases are pending 
in the Supreme Court for disposal—some for more than a decade— 
and about three lakh cases are pending before the Subordinate Courts 
for trial and adjudication for several years is enough to condemn the 
system. It is not simply inadequacy of number or deficiency of 
procedure. Even ten-fold increase in the number of courts and judges 
and adoption of summary procedure consistently with the require
ments of fairness will not be sufficient for disposal of pending cases 
in the course of next two years not to speak of disposal of current 
cases in addition to the arrears; and such ten-fold increase is impracti
cal. Increase in number or simplication of procedure will not, in 
any manner, cure the malady which aflict the system. The funda
mental malady has to be identified and cured. The fundamental 
malady of our judicial system, as it has emerged from the colonial 
era, is its insultation from the fabric of the indigenous society, the 
remoteness of approach, the procedural hurdle and the cost and 
trouble involved. This has made justice, if not the proverbial sour 
grape, a bitter fruit for the common man. For a common man a 
victory in a litigation, if it so happens in any case, is most often of 
the nature of Pyrrhic victory and ultimately turns out to be his un
doing. With all the rhetoric about equal protection of law, right to 
life and liberty, inviolability of the person and sanctity of property 
and all the procedural safeguards and excellence of form, justice was 
always and still continues to be, a prohibitive luxury for the com
mon man. This is a phenomenon not peculiar to Bangtedfesh^ut 
common to almost all countries where the social o£der,mfe^»i|iu$x

r (
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of'the legal order, is founded on property regime with the primacy 
of the individual over the collective. Today the disintegration of the 
erstwhile cohesive social forces and the volatile political and econo
mic climate • with concomitant social and administrative disorder 
during the last four decades and creeping corruption and corrosion 
of values have made the quest for justice in Bangladesh a quest for 
the unreal. The'judicial system and also to a great extent the general 
legal and administrative system are out of tune with the current 
social reality and devoid of any promise for the future. The current 
judicial system, in alliance with the administrative system, is operat
ing as a convenient tool of the high and mighty for depriving and 
breaking the poor. As to the reasons for this sorry state of affairs,
1 cannot do better than quote what our Vice-President Mr. Justice 
Sattar, said in an address at a Lawyer’s Conference in 1976, as to 
how and why the legal framework and the judicial system of 
Bangladesh has reached the stage of irrelevance in the context of our 

'progressive needs. This is what he sa id :

“Society has outgrown the legal framework designed to meet the 
needs of the tardy nineteenth century. Though the ravages of the 
First World War did not directly touch our part of the globe, we 
had not rema;ned as we could not remain, immune from its fall-out. 
Industrial growth because of the needs of the war, new concepts of 
political, economic and social relationship, new values and new sense 
of urgency had generated a mobility and tension that the old legal 
framework, institutional and procedural, could not cope with, its 
insulation and alienation from the people and the society now 
appeared in bold relief because of its insufficiency and inefficiency. 
This also led to its corrosion from within, that is, through corruption 
and contempt of its own functionaries, without social resistance. 
Simultaneously with this process, social commotion and clash and 
contradiction between the ruling power and native aspirations 
mounted to such an extent that it was hardly possible to look at the 
problem in correct perspective. Though the current needs of the law 
and order situation and of resolving conflicts and commotions in new 
fields, such as, labour relations, were sought to be met by new laws, 
both substantive and procedural, the basic problem of recasting the 
entire structure to meet the demands of the changed and everchang- 
ing situation remained unattended. The legal procedure and the 
institutions for adjudication of disputes and dispensation of justice 
had, by the time the Second World War broke out, retained only their 
form but lost their content and social utility. Whatever service or 
social benefits could be derived from their continued existence was 
due to, mental habit and popular psychology rather than to their own 
worth and vitality.” '
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‘T he Second World War came with its challenges in the adminis
tration of justice in fields new as well as in fields old which were 
getting more and more complex and the old legal framework and 
institutions, with their supplements and modifications, could hardly 
meet them. The war generated new activities, new needs, new rights 
and obligations, new restrictions and responsibilities, new fields of 
tension and conflict, new social relationship and social behaviours, 
new laws, new forums and new procedure. The disputes under, and 
contraventions of, new laws, regulations and directions far outnum
bered the traditional civil disputes and criminal offences which did 
not show any sign of decline or abatement. Administration of justice 
was in a state of .flux in exact correspondence to the chaotic state of 
economic and social life of the community. Irregularity or delay in 
dispensation of justice was only one of the manifestations of social 
chaos.”

“Before the society could recover or rediscover a  balance and a 
sejise of value after the close of the Second World War, foreign rule 
came to an end with the partition of the then one country. This 
change-pver brought in its wake its own problems and challenges with 
which we were not acquainted. We failed to anticipate the shape of 
things to come. Problems created by communal riots of national 
dimension, mass migration, rehabilitation of refugees, establish
ment of new trade and other economic relationship to replace the 
old, needed immediate attention and claimed priority to the ordinary 
problems of administration including administration of justice. A 
general legal framework for- administration of justice designed for the 
nineteenth century society and polity continued to serve the post
independence society and polity. Some changes have, no doubt, from 
time to time, been introduced by way of reform, but they were, in 
the main, nothing but attempts at adjustment and patchwork to  meet 
the needs of administration rather than the needs of the people. The 
administrative machinery including that for administration of justice 
continued to be as insular and alienated from the people as it was 
during the alien rule. It was, therefore, no wonder that we had to 

- engage in a struggle for. and win, liberation from independence. A 
contradiction between the legal framework and the social needs of 
the changed situation also accounted for the delay in the administra
tion of justice.”

“The struggle for liberation, because of its nature and process, 
contained and nurtured- within it the germs of social disorder and 
moral anarchy. The contradiction between its revolutionary form and 
reversionary cjontejnt did not permit, rather, prevented the growth of 
mstitutipnis to talpe over the social and administrative functions of
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the post-liberation society. The debilitated pre-liberation administra* 
tive organisations, agencies and other institutions had, of necessity, 
to take on the responsibilities, for which they were neither prepared 
nor groomed, of. contending and containing the forces of- disorder and 
anarchy unleashed after the restraint of war was over. Apart from 
the load of responsibilities of unanticipated dimension and complexity, 
the administrative machinery, including the judiciary and law-enforc
ing agencies, had to work within the legal framework and the limita
tions of the pre-liberation period which were again the same as those 
of the nineteenth century. Our principal substantive and procedural 
laws, both civil and criminal, which govern and regulate the day-to- 
day life of the generality of the people still continue to be the nine
teenth century statutes founded on the then property relations, econo
mic stru9ture, concepts of rights and obligations and sense of value. 
This is true also in the case of composition, hierarchy, jurisdictions, 
powers and procedure both of the judiciary and the law-enforcing 
agencies. I am not suggesting that they were or are bad but I feel 
that with all their merits they are out of tune with the present reality 
and have* outlived their utility. They may continue to generate fear 
but have ceased to inspire confidence. They certainly do not animate 
the affection of the people which is due to an institution of their own. 
Fear is not a substitute for affection. An institution to generate fear 
is a weapon of the ruler against the ruled but an institution drawing 
the affection of the people is an agency of service. In spite of our 
independence in 1974 and liberation in 1971, it is the continued style, 
appearance and trappings of our judicial institutions and iaw-enforc- 

,ing agencies designed as weapons of the ruler against the ruled and 
not as agencies of service by, of and for the people that explains 
their continued insulation and alienation from the people. It is this 
insulation and alienation, coupled with the disharmony with the 
current social and economic realities and the work-load beyond their 
strength to bear that, in a large measure, account for the failure of 
our present legal machinery to administer speedy and effective 
justice.”

That the judicial system we now have is inadequate and deficient 
for the purpose of our current and growing needs admits no contra
diction; and it would not be exaggeration to go further and say that 
it has lost all relevance to the realities of life. When an institution 
ceases to be relevant or useful, for the purpose of social needs it for
feits its right of continued existence. I t has to give way to the new. 
This is true in the case of our judicial and other institutions as well. 
Hence the need for their replacement. But how and in what form? 
As I have already said, the projection of a future set-up of our judi
ciary has to be a collective exercise. What has to be kept in view 
is that the judicial system of a polity is a part of the legal system
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which again is the product of the socio-economic order. The new 
set-up to be worked out,' if it is to be effective and efficient, must not 
only be in harmony with the socio-economic order we aspire to, but 
also be coordinated with the administrative system designed for that 
order. I do not, therefore, at the moment offer any suggestion in 
regard to the future.

By the way, I might, mention that a few months back I had 
prepared, just by way of an academic exercise, a paper on judicial 
reform in Bangladesh and that paper suggests a specific scheme for 
reform.

[The paper is annexed]
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I
“They have given to a quarter of mankind and the same fraction 

of the earth’s surface the best laws, an impartial system of justice 
and an incorrupt administration.” This is what Mrs. Margaret 
Thatcher, the Leader of the Opposition (now Prime Minister), asserted 
in the British House of Commons on the 13th January,’ 1976, about 
the contribution of the people of the British Islands to the history 
of the human race. In this respect she had expressed the general 
"belief of a Briton and may be also that of many on that portion of 
the earth’s surface she had in mind. The portion includes British 
India and, therefore, Bangladesh.

A few months earlier, on the 26th March, 1975, the then 
President of Bangladesh in an address at Suhrawardy Uddyan 
lamented that under the current judicial system proceedings initiated 
by a person in a court to enforce, protect or defend a risht do not 
conclude even during the life-time of his children. In this respect 
he had expressed the general feeling of disapprobation of the people 
about the alien system of justice they have inherited and have still 
to endure.

The laws and systems of justice introduced in the colonies and 
dependencies bv the colonizing and ruling Briton were not that para
gon as Mrs. Thatcher seems to convev nor were they that unclean 
as the indignance at colonial exploitation makes the colonized and 
subjugated people to portray. An objective survey of the soc:af, 
cultural, political and administrative history of the region which now 
constitutes Bangladesh would suggest that the claim of the colonizer 
is not wholly untrue nor is the censure of the colonized wholly 
unfounded.

The judicial system of a sooietv like other institutions which 
•control, regulate or condition individual and social life evolves, as 

general rule, with the evolution of binding legal norms and precepts 
•generated by the dynamics of social growth and those norm s and

4
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precepts are necessarily conditioned by the political, economic and 
cultural moulds of that society. The judicial system of the territory 
now called Bangladesh—its decay and disintegration in the eighteenth 
century, its replacement and development in the nineteenth century 
and its stasis and consequent asymmetry with social reality in the 
twentieth century—has not been, and could not be, an exception 
to that general rule. The last two centuries have witnessed the 
vicissitudes of political and economic regimes and therewith the 
accretions, attritions and absorption of rights, duties, obligations, 
attitudes and values. The evolution of the judicial system in this 
territory during that period has been in step with the progression and 
mutations of political, economic, social and cultural regime and 
consequent changes in legal norms and precepts. The historical 
perspective of this evolution is a surer guide for the interpretation 
of the present; and correct interpretation of the present is a condition 
precedent for evolving a meaningful scheme for the future. A propo
sal for judicial reform drawn up without correct appraisal of the 
present as it has emerged from the past might turn out to be only 
a vision without purpose.

Our current judicial system, like many of those of the former 
colonies and dependencies of the British empire, is an inheritance from 
the British rule. Survival and continuance after the end of British 
rule of this system, more or less uninterrupted with only adjustments 
here and there to suit the changing political and social scene, in a 
way supports the claim of Mrs. Thatcher. This system took its shape 
in the last quarter of the nineteenth century after experiment and trial 
for more than a hundred years with various forums and procedures for 
adjudication of disputes and trial of offences. During the earlier 
period of British rule—legally speaking the period of Diwani of the 
East India Company—those forums and procedures, not unoften 
mingled with substantive law, were only adaptations of, and additions 
to, what was inherited by the Company from their predecessors—the 
Muslim rulers.

II

By a Farman, dated the 12th August, 1765, Shah Alam, the then 
Emperor of Delhi, made a perpetual grant to the East India Company 
of the Diwani of the three provinces of Bengal, Behar and Orissa. 
The terms of the grant was as follows “We have granted them the 
Diwani of Bengal, Behar and Orissa, from the beginning of the 
Fasl-i-rabii (spring harvest) of the Bengali year 1172, as a free gift 
and altamgha without the association of any other persons and with 
an exemption from jthe payment of the customs of the Diwani, which
u.sed to be paid by the Court. It.is(requisite th'^t the, said Company 
engage to be security for the Sum of twenty-six lakh's of rupees a year.
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for our roval revenue which sum has been appointed from the Nawab 
Najam-ud-Daulah Bahadur, and regularly remit the same to the royal 
Sarkar (Government); and in this case, as .the said Company are 
obliged to keep up a large army for the protection, of the provinces 
of Bengal, etc., we have granted to them whatsoever may remain out 
of the revenues of the said provinces, after remitting the sum of 
twenty-six lakhs of rupees to the royal Sarkar .and providing for the 
expenses of the Nazamat.”.

The Diwani carried with it the right to collect revenue and to 
exercise judicial powers in civil and financial causes. By the terms 
of the Farman, the grant of Diwani was accompanied by the responsi
bility to provide for the expenses of the Nizamat, that is to say, the 
administration of police and original justice. Though theoretically 
the two institutions, Diwani and Nizamat, had, so far as judicial 
functions are concerned, two separate jurisdictions—Diwani in civil 
and revenue matters and Nizamat in criminal matters— for all 
practical purposes, Nizamat also came under the effective control of 
the East India Company inasmuch as the purse-strings in respect of 
the Nizamat were in the hands of the Company. Thus the entire 
range of the administration of justice— civil, revenue and criminal— 
came under the superintendence and control of the Company.

Mr. C. D. Field, in his Introduction to the Regulations of the 
Bengal Code, enumerates the following judicial authorities, which 
the East India Company found in existence immediately after the grant 
of Diwani, namely :—

1. The Nazim, who, as Supreme Magistrate, presided person
ally at the trial of capital offenders;

2. The Diwan, who was supposed to decide cases relating to 
real estate or property in land, but who seldom exercised 
this jurisdiction in person;

3. The Darogha-Adalat-al-Ali^, or Deputy of the Nazim in the 
Criminal Court, who took cognizance of quarrels, frays and 
abuse, and also of all matters of property excepting claims 
of land and inheritance;

4. The Darogha-i-Adalat-Diwani, or Deputy of the Diwan ,in
the Civil Court; 1

5. The Faujdar, or Officer of Police and Judge of all crimes 
not capital;

•6. The Kazi, who,decided claims,of inheritance.or succession;
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7. The Muhtasib, who had cognizance of drunkenness, th&
' vending of spirituous liquors and intoxicating drugs and

the examination of false weights and measures;

8. The Mufti, who expounded the law for the Kazi, who, if he- 
agreed, decided accordingly. If he disagreed, a reference 
was made to the Nazim, who called a Council of the 
Jurisconsults;

9. The Kanungos, or Registrars of the lands, to whom cases 
connected with land were occasionally referred for decision; 
and

10. The Kotwal, or Peace-Officer of the night, subordinate to  
the Faujdar.

What and how many judicial authorities were there during the 
closing half-a-century of Muslim rule in Bengal, what was their 
hierarchy or subordinaton, what jurisdictions they exercised, what 
procedure they followed and how and to what extent their decisions 
were or could be given effect to need a separate study for a precise- 
answer. Governing principles in the dispensation of justice were, 
however, those of Muhammadan jurisprudence. Muhammadan 
criminal law applied equally to Muslims and non-Muslims. In the 
realm of civil law also such rules of Muhammadan law as were not 
repugnant to the personal laws of the non-Muslims were of general" 
application. Personal laws of non-Muslims such as those relating to 
marriage, adoption, inheritance, widow’s estate, etc., and their reli
gious usages and institutions remained unaffected.

Leaving aside Nazim on the criminal side and Diwan on the- 
revenue and civil side at the top, both of whom appear to have had 
their deputies for the exercise of their functions, the Fo'ujdars on the 
criminal side and the Kazis and Muftis on the Civil side seem to be 
pivotal in the scheme of the administration of justice. Influential 
Zamindars and revenue officials not unoften exercised judicial func
tions without, of course, any commission or legal sanction. The 
administration of justice was in tune with the social and political order, 
rather, disorder of the time which invariably cast its shadow on the" 
former. This evidently gave the Company the occasion to tamper with 
the judicial system by successive measures in 1772, 1774, 1775, 1780, 
1781, 1782, 1787 and 1790 until 1793. The changes brought about 
by those measures, both with respect to forum and procedure, do not, 
however, bring out a comprehensive scheme. They were of the- 
nature of temporization which again reflect the still unsure position 
of the Company and the chaotic condition in the social, economic and" 
political horizon. Quick succession of incumbent of the office o f
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Nazim, famine of 1770 and various experiments with land settlement' 
and revenue administration go to confirm the prevalence of a chaotic 
condition of the body politic.

t

On the 22nd March, 1793, Permanent Settlement'was introduced 
in the then provinces of Bengal, Bihar and Orissa by Regulation I of 
1793. This measure was a landmark in the social history of Bengal. 
The land system that developed on the foundation of that measure 
had the effect of restructuring the society, causing realignment of 
social forces and creating new social equations. It generated a new 
life-style, reshaped cultural forms, conditioned behavioural pattern 
and sowed new seeds of disputes and offences. Though the land 
system and its social effects did not have a direct bearing on it, the 
judicial system was given a new shape by a number of Regulations 
promulgated in the same year. This demonstrated a self-confidence 
and unchallenged pre-eminence of the Company in the exercise of 
sovereign functions of the state. Mr. C. F. Field describes the courts 
for the administration of civil and criminal justice, as reorganised by 
those Regulations, as follows :

(i) The Sadar Diwani Adalat and Nizamat Adalat which
may be regarded as a single Court having a civil and a 
criminal side. The members of this Court were the \
Governor-General and Members of Council, with addi- L ' 
tion, on the criminal side, of the Head Kazi of Bengal, 
Bihar and Orissa and two Muftis.

(ii) Four Provincial Courts of Appeal and Circuit, one for 
each of the Divisions of Calcutta, Dacca. Murshidabad 
and Patna. Each of these Courts was presided over by 
three Judges. These Courts were in fact established in 
1790 and were only remodeled as to constitution and 
jurisdiction.

(iii) Twenty-three Zillah and three City Courts, each presided 
over by a single Judge, who also held the office of Magis
trate for the Zillah or City under his jurisdiction, in 
which latter capacity he was further vested with the 
superintendence and control of the police. '

(iv) Native Commissioners for the trial of civil suits, chosen 
from amongst the principal proprietors of land, farmers^

• tehsildars, managers, under-farmers, creditable mer
chants, traders and shopkeepers, altamghadars, jagirdars 
and Kazis. . ‘

(v) A Registrar was attached to each of the three classes of 
Courts (not native Commissioners). The Registrar was the 
chief ministerial officer of the Court. He also exercised
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minor judicial powers. The Registrars had jurisdiction 
in suits for money or personal property not exceeding in 
amount or value 200 sicca rupees, for rent-paying land" 
the annual produce of which did not exceed the same 
amount and for lakhiraj land the annual produce of which 
did not exceed twenty sicca rupees. Their decrees were 
not valid until approved and countersigned by the Judge. 
Registrars had no criminal jurisdiction.

The Judge of the Zillah Court and City Court was also the- 
Magistrate. In the capacity of Magistrate he exercised minor origi
nal criminal jurisdiction in respect of petty assaults and thefts, and 
committed persons charged with more serious offences for trial before 
the Court of Circuit. In the capacity of Civil Judge he could take 
cognizance of all suits respecting the succession or right to real or 
personal property, land-rents, revenues, debts, accounts, contracts, 
partnerships, marriage, claims to damages for injuries and generally 
of all suits, and complaints of a civil nature. The Judges were 
“invariably to state in every decree the grounds on which” it was 
passed, and an appeal lay from their decrees in all cases to the 
Provincial Courts.

The Native Commissioners exercised their judicial functions as* 
follows :

1. As Amins or Referees for the trial of such su'ts for money 
or personal property not exceeding fifty sicca rupees in 
amount or value as might be referred to them by the' 
Judge;

2. As Salisan or arbitrators for the decision of such suits as 
the parties referred to them under an arbitration bond 
containing an agreement to abide by their decision;

3. As Munsifs for receiving and trying suits preferred against
under-renters or raiyats in the estate, farm or jagir in 
virtue of which they were vested with the office of 
Commissioner. An appeal lay from their decisions to the
Judge. These officers had no criminal jurisdiction.

The judicial system, as reorganised by the Regulations of 1793, 
had been so extensively modified by subsequent legislation that, by
the time the Government of the territories under the control of the
East India Company was taken over by the Queen by the Proclama
tion of the 1st November, 1858, the original scheme could hardly 
be recognised. Certain courts and jurisdictions, such as, the Provin
cial Courts and Registrars were abolished. Certain powers and juris
dictions were transferred from one class o f courts or authorities to-
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Other class. New institutions, new jurisdictions, and' new procedures 
Afvere being introduced. The concepts of English judicial system. 
■were creeping in consciously or unconsciously. As observed by 
Mr. Richard Clarke in his prefatory note to the Regulations and 
Acts in force in Bengal in 1853 compiled under the authority of the 
Company, the changes brought about at successive periods in res
pect of gradation of authorities, principles of administration, juris- 
.diction, procedure, execution and control had caused such entangle
ment and perplexity that ascertainment of correct position required 
laborious study and comparison of numerous measures and refer
ences. This was because changes had been effected more frequently 
by partial modifications and references than by enactment of new 
.and consolidated rules or by rescission of matters that had been 
superseded. This reflect the confused and uncertain state of mijid 
of the Company as to the administration of the affairs of the terri
tory, including administration of justice. It is also indicative of the 
social transformation that was then in process with attendant dissen
sions and tensions which exploded in the upheaval and mutiny of

The explosion of 1857 followed by the take over by the British 
Crown of the Government of the territories under the administration 
of the East India Company brought about a qualitative change not 
only in the administration but also in the social and political climate. 
The spirit of revolt particularly of the Muslim community broke in. 
The other communities consolidated their gains and elevations 
in the economic and social field under the new political order. By 
and large, society settled down with new equations. The Govern
ment also found its mooring under the British Crown and shed it 
ambivalence. The administrative and the legal system with its 
concomitant the judicial system were being given a new shape. 
There was no more any need for old institutions and forms for the 
purpose of administration, rather, they were impediments to pro
gressive development. A sense of purpose, albeit in harmony with 
imperial needs, could be discerned in the process. Indeed, recasting 
of the legal order, the offspring of the social and political order, was 
also an imperative of the era and the measures adopted were only 

“the acknowledgment of that imperative.

The principal method of effective transformation of the legal 
order was codification of the laws, both substantive and procedural, 
in almost all fields. Exceptions were those of the personal laws of 
the different communities. Codification of laws extended to fields 
where ‘eV6n the English laws were not codified. The JWC&SS of 
codification brought in the principles of Anglo- ~ t

1857.
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to  which the principles of Muhammadan law, the erstwhile gover
ning principles, gave way. The law of crimes was consolidated and 
codified in the Indian Penal Code, 1860 (Act XLV of 1860). The 
law of evidence was codified for India by the Indian Evidence Act, 
1872 (Act I of 1872) which was in fact consolidation and codifica
tion of the principles of the uncodified English law ol' evidence. The 
procedure of the criminal courts was codified in the Code of Crimi
nal Procedure which, after successive amendments and revisions since 
first enactment in 1861, finally emerged as the Code of Criminal 
Procedure, 1898 (Act V of 1898). Similar is the case with the 
procedure of the .civil courts which was first codified in 1859 and 
after successive revisions took final shape in the Code of Civil Proce
dure, 1908 (Act V of 1908). Though legislation has been the 
principal instrument for bringing about the change, the judicial 
decisions of English judges of the Judicial Committee of the Privy 
'Council and the High Courts have exercised no mean influence and 
such decisions quite naturally leaned heavily on the principles of 
Anglo-Saxon law. Some of the principal statutes which, in prescrib
ing or defining rights, liabilities, legal relationships and procedure, 
have, in a manner, recast the leeal svstem of the co’intrv are: the 
Indian Penal Code, 1860 (Act XLV of 1860), the Indian Evidence 
Act, 1872 (Act I of 1872), the Contract Act. 1872 (Aot IX of 
1872), the Specific Relief Act, 1877 (Act I of 1877), the Negotiable 
Instruments Act. 1881 (Act XXVI of 1881), the Trmts Act, 1882, 
(Act II of 1882), the transfer of Property Act, 1882 (Act IV of 
1882), the Easements Act, 1882 ('Art V  of 1882), tV  Oxfc of Crimi
nal Procedure, 1898 (Act V of 1898), the Code of C:vil Procedure, 
1908 (Act V of 1908), the Limitation Act, 1908 (Act IX of 1908) 
and the Companies Act, 1913 (Act VII of 1913). Some of them 
are, of course, modified re-enactment of earlier enactments and have 
undergone amendments. These statutes have acquired some sort of 
permanency and the principles embodied therein stand integrated 
into our legal system.

The change in the legal svstem could not and did not leave 
the judicial system undisturbed. The Court of Sadar Diwani and 
Nizamat Adalat at Calcutta was abolished in 1862 imon the 
establishment of the Hieh Court of Judicature at Fort William in 
Bengal by the Letters Patent of the 23rd June, 1862, which was 
replaced by the Letters Patent of the 28th December, 1865. At 
the same time and by the same provision \s. 8 of East India ("High 
Court of Judicature) Act, 1861], the Supreme Court established 
under the East India Company Act. 1773 (s. XIII) was also abolished. 
The Supreme Court exercised jurisdiction in respect of British sub
jects residing in Bengal, Bihar and Orissa and also in respect of any
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other person for certain causes and in certain circumstances. The 
High Court established by the Letters Patent had, apart from other 
original and appellate jurisdictions conferred by the Letters Patent, 
inherited all the jurisdictions of the Courts which, stood abolished 
upon its establishment.

Below the High Court there were Zillah and City judges who had 
both civil and criminal jurisdictions. These jurisdictions had under
gone a number of changes by successive legislation until on the crimi
nal side, they were given some sort of settled shape by the Code of 
Criminal Procedure which, through the Codes of 1872, 1877 and 
1882, culminated in the enactment of the Code of Criminal Proce
dure, 1898 (Act V of 1898)'. The offices of Collector and Magis
trate of the District, which were separated in 1837, were again united 
in 1859 on the ground that “maintenance of the position of the Dis
trict officers (Collector-Magistrates) is essential to the maintenance 
of our rule; and that, in order to maintain their position, judicial 
power in criminal matters must be left in their hands.” The Zillah 
and City judges who were given, first indirectly and later directly, 
the jurisdiction as Sessions Judges, were also given appellate powers 
in respect of certain orders of the Magistrates. The Magistrates’ 
powers also came to be regulated by the Code of Criminal Proce
dure. The same person, however, held the office of Collector as well 
as that of Magistrate of the District. The Code also provided for 
classification of Magistrates into Magistrates of the First Class. Magis
trates of the Second Class and Magistrates of the Third Class, with 
certain appellate powers for the Magistrate of the District.

On the civil side also jurisdiction and composition of the courts 
had undergone changes until they took a settled shape under the 
Bengal, North-Western Provinces and Assam Civil Courts Act, 1877 
(XII of 1877). The Courts of Amins and Sadar Amins were abolished 
and their functions and jurisdictions were transferred to Munsifs and 
Subordinate Judges.

The structure of the judiciary and the hierarchy, jurisdiction and 
powers of the ordinary civil and criminal courts took a settled shape 
at the close of the nineteenth century. At the appex was the High 
Court of judicature at Fort William established by the Letters Patent 
of the 28th December, 1865. On the criminal as well as on the 
civil side the High Court had both original and appellate jurisdiction 
regulated by its charter, that is, the Letter Patent and the Codes 
relating to civil and criminal procedure and other relevant statutes. 
Subject to qualification appeals from the decision of the High Court 
lay to the judicial Committee of the Privy Council.

5
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Next below the High Court were the district Courts—-the court 
of the District Judge on the civil side and, except in the Presidency 
town of Calcutta, the Court of Session on the criminal side. The 
Court of District Judge was the principal Civil Court of original 
jurisdiction. • It had also appellate jurisdiction. There were also 
Additional Judges in a district where the volume of business before 
the District Judge required aid and an Additional Judge exercised the 
same jurisdiction as the District Judge.

The Court of Session, presided over by the Sessions Judge, was 
the highest ordinary criminal court of original jurisdiction except 
where the High Court had been given such jurisdiction in the Presi
dency town. There were also Additional and Assistant Sessions 
Judges appointed to exercise jurisdiction in the Court of Sessions. 
The Additional Sessions Judge, like the Sessions Judge, could pass 
any sentence authorised by law, but an Assistant Sessions Judge was 
not competent to pass sentence of death or of transportation or
imprisonment for a term exceeding seven years. The Court of
Sessions tried offences triable by it upon commitment of the accused 
by the Magistrates. The Court of Session had also appellate powers 
in respect of sentences passed by Magistrates and Assistant Sessions 
Judges except in cases where such sentences were appealable to the 
High Court.

Though the Court of District Judge or Additional District Judge 
was different from the Court of Session, the same person was appointed 
both as the District Judge and the Sessions Judge or, as the case may 
be, both as the Additional Judge and the Additional Session Judge. 
A Sessions Judge of one sessions division could be appointed as Addi
tional Session Judge of another division.

The Civil Court next below that of the District Judges was the
Court of Subordinate Judge who had also unlimited pecuniary juris
diction. Except where a statute in respect of any particular matter 
otherwise provided, all civil suits above a certain pecuniary limit 
were to be instituted in the Court of Subordinate Judges, being the 
Court of the lowest grade in respect of suits above that limit. Appeal 
from the decision of a Subordinate Judge lied to the District Judge 
if the value of the original suit did.not exceed a specified pecuniary 
limit and to the High Court in other cases. A Subordinate Judge 
was also used to be appointed as Assistant Sessions Judge in the 
Court of Session and therefore also exercise criminal jurisdiction as 
Assistant Sessions Judge.

The lowest in the grade of ordinary Civil Courts was the Court 
of the Munsif. The jurisdiction of the Munsif was limited to suits 
of which the value did not exceed specified limit. Except suits



triable by a Small Cause Court, the Court of the Munsif was the 
court of original jurisdiction in respect of all civil suits within the 
limits of its jurisdiction. A Munsif had no appellate powers.

The Criminal Courts below that of the Court of Session in the 
Districts outside the Presidency-town were the Courts of Magistrates. 
The Magistrates were of three grades—Magistrate of the First Class, 
Magistrate of the Second Class and Magistrate of the Third Class. 
In every district one of the Magistrates of the First Class used to be 
appointed as the District Magistrate and one the Magistrates of the 
First or Second Class used to be placed in-charge of a Subdivision 
who was called the Subdivisional Magistrate. The Magistrate of the 
First Class could pass sentence of imprisonment not exceeding two years, 
fine not exceeding one thousand rupees and whipping, the Magistrate of 
the Second Class could pass sentence of imprisonment not exceeding 
six months and fine not exceeding two hundred Rupees; and a Magis
trate of the Third Class could pass sentence of imprisonment not 
exceeding one month and fine not exceeding fifty Rupees.

In the Presidency-town, the criminal courts below the High Court 
exercising original criminal jurisdiction were the courts of the 
Presidency Magistrates one of whom used to be appointed as the 
Chief Presidency Magistrate. The extent of power of a Presidency 
Magistrate was the same as that of the Magistrate of the first class.

There were another class of civil courts called the Courts of Small 
Causes which may be regarded as courts of lowest jurisdiction. They 
were first established in the Presidency-town and were designed for 
speedy disposal of money suits of small valuation. The law on the 
subject of such courts in the Presidency-towns, which was first enacted 
by Act IX of 1850, was consolidated and amended by the Presidency 
Small Cause Courts Act, 1882 (Act XV of 1882). In districts 
outside the Presidency-town,- the Courts of Small Causes were first 
established by Act XLII of 1860 w'hich was replaced by Act XI of 
1865. The Act of 1865, as amended in 1867, was replaced by the 
Provincial Small Cause Courts Act,. 1887 (Act IX ot 1887), which 
consolidated and amended the law on the subject. Except an order 
for payment of costs for false claims or defences or an order imposing 
fine or directing imprisonment in civil n r  son, a decree or order of. a 
Small Cause Court was final. The High Court could call for any 
case decided by a Small Cause Court and pass any order thereon.

This is the broad outline of th° judicial svstem of Bengal at the 
commencement of th's century. This system continued more or less 
undisturbed right up to the close gi the British rule in August, 1947
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except for the introduction of the Federal Court on the 1st October, 
1937 at the top of the judicial hierarchy in India. The Federal Court 
was an element in the scheme of the judicial structure of Federation 
of India contemplated in the Government of India Act, 1935. The 
Federal Court had original jurisdiction, to the exclusion of all other 
courts, in disputes between the Federation and a Province or a 
Federated State, or between two or more Provinces, or between a 
Province and a Federated State. This original jurisdiction was further 
limited when a State was a party or when any agreement specifically 
excluded jurisdiction. In the exercise of its original jurisdiction the 
Federal Court did not pronounce any judgment other than declaratory 
judgment. The Federal Court had also appellate jurisdiction'in 
respect of the decisions of a High Court if the High Court certified 
that it involved a substantial question of law as to the interpretation 
of the Government of India Act, 1935 or any order in council made 
thereunder. Appeal to His Majesty in Council lay from the decision 
of the Federal Court in the original jurisdiction or, with the leave of 
the Court, in other cases. The Federal Legislature had power to 
enlarge the jurisdiction of the Federal Court but it was not, before 
the close of the British rule, enlarged.

To sum up, the British rule closed with a judicial system which, 
exlcuding the courts and tribunals set up for special purposes, such 
as, labour courts under labour laws, consisted of the Federal Court 
at the too which was the only court at the federal level and the High 
Court which was the highest court at the provincial level from whose 
decisions apoeal lay with the Federal Court. Below the High Court, in 
the descending order of hierarchy, the civil courts were the Court of 
District Judge, the Court of Additional Judge, the Court of 
Subordinate Judge, the Court of Munsif and the Court of Small 
Causes: and the Criminal Courts were the Court of Session 
in which the Additional Sessions Judges and Assistant Sessions 
Judge, also exercised jurisdiction and in the Presidencv-town. the 
Presidencv Magistrates and outside the Presidencv-town. the Magis
trates of the First Class, the Magistrates of the Second Class and the 
Magistrates of the Third Class.

Pakistan comprising a part of the territories of British India was 
born on the 14th Aueust, 1947 ns an independent Dominion with the 
Government of Tnd>a Act. 1935. as ad anted, as its provisional 
Constitution. She inherited, in relation to her territories, the jn^Hal 
svstem with which British rule in Tn^ia closed. A Federal Court 
was established with the same inri^W ion, nowers and functions as 
the Federal Court of India had in British India. East Bengal, as a
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Province of Pakistan, inherited the judicial system of the Undivided 
Province of Bengal. The High Court of East Bengal was set up for the 
Province, which comprised part of the territories of the provinces of 
Bengal and Assam, with the same jurisdiction, powers 'and functions 
as the High Court of Calcutta had in relation to those territories 
except jurisdiction and powers relating to the Presidency-town of 
Calcutta. The decisions of the High Court of East Bengal was 
subject to the appellate jurisdiction of the Federal Court to the same 
extent as the decisions of the High Court of Calcutta was subject to 
the appellate of the jurisdiction Federal Court of India. The Judicial 
Committee of the Privy Council continued to have the same appellate 
jurisdiction in respect of decisions of the High Court of East Bengal 
and the Federal Court of Pakistan as it had, before the 14th August. 
1947, in relation to the decision of the High Court of Calcutta and 
the Federal Court of India.

The Federal Court (Enlargement of Jurisdiction) Act, 1949 
(1 of 1950), which came into force on the 1st February, 1950, 
enlarged, the jurisdiction of Federal Court for entertainment of appeals 
from decisions from which appeals used to lie to the Privv Council. 
Jurisdiction of the Privy Council to entertain appeals and petitions 
in respect of judgments, decrees or orders of a court or tribunal in 
Pakistan was abolished with effect from the 1st M*w. 1950 by the 
Privy Council (Abolition of jurisdiction^ Act. IQ50. Thus after 
the commencement of these two Acts, the Privy Council ceased to 
have anv jurisdiction in respect of judgments, orders or decrees of 
anv court nr tribunal in Pakistan exrer>t those in respect of which 
the proceedings were already pending before it.

So far, as East Bengal, later named as East Pakistan, was 
concerned, the Constitution of Pakistan of 1956 or of 1962. did not 
bring about anv change in the judicial, system or its basic nrincmles 
except that at the Federal level a Suprem e Court was established to 
replace the Federal Court. The Supreme Court took over the jurisdic
tion of the Federal Court.

All the other courts in East Bengal, renamed as East Pakistan, 
below the High Court with their hierarchv composition, powers and. 
functions remained undisbursed. Apart from the ordinary c;vil and 
criminal courts which in the main constituted the iudirial svstem, 
spec;al courts and tribunals were also set un under special laws, surb 
as. Tribunals under the Foreign Exchange Regulation Act, 1947 (TT 
of 1947), Courts of Special Judges under the Criminal Law Amend
ment Act, 1958 (XL of 1958), Labour Courts under labour laws,
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etc. Another class of courts, called Conciliation Courts which were 
of the nature of conciliation machinery, was established at the lowest 
level for composition of minor civil and criminal disputes’ by the 
Conciliation Courts Ordinance, 1961 (XLIV of 1961). These Conci
liation Courts were not innovations but were only modified versions 
of the Union Benches constituted under the Bengal Village Self
Government Act, 1919 (Ben. Act V of 1919). If those special courts 
and tribunals and conciliation courts which did not materially affect 
basic structure of the system are ignored, the judicial system of East 
Pakistan did not, for so long as it remained a province of Pakistan, 
undergo any change worth mentioning in character, composition and 
powers or in the basic principles from what it had inherited from 
Bengal in British Ind'a; and that system was, as has been shown 
earlier, virtually the same as it was at the beginning of this century.

The people of the Province of East Pakistan christened the Pro
vince as Bangladesh and declared Bangladesh so christened to be an 
independent sovereign People’s Republic by the Proclamation of 
Independence issued on the 10th April, 1971. Though the Proclama
tion of Independence was given retrospective effect from the 26th 
March, 1971, Bangladesh authorities were not able to exercise effec
tive control of the territory until the surrender of the occupying 
Pakistan Army on the 16th December, 1971. Until that date all 
authorities, including the High Court and other Courts, continued to 
function as if no such Proclamation had been made. The H:gh Court 
of East Pakistan, now being an institution under an existing law, 
ceased to exist from the day the Proclamat;on became an effective 
reality on that date. Hence, a High Court of Bangladesh was estab
lished by the Provisional Constitution of Bangladesh Order, 1972. 
This Order gave no indication as to the powers, functions and juris
dictions of the High Court so established. Later, by the High Court 
of Bangladesh Order, 1972 (P.O. No. 5 of 1972), issued on the ITtR 
January, 1972, the High Court of Bangladesh was given all such 
original, appellate, special, revisional, review, procedural and all other 
powers as were exercisable in respect of the territories of Bangladesh 
by the High Court at Dacca before the 26th March, 1971, except the 
power to issue any writ, order or direction in the nature of habeas 
corpus, mandamas, prohibition, quo warranto and certiorari. All 
proceedings wlrch were pending before the High Court of East 
Pakistan were taken over by the High Court of Bangladesh. Nothing 
was said about the proceedings before the Supreme Court of Pakistan 
relating to the causes arising from the territories of the Prov:nce of 
East Pakistan. The Constitution of the People’s Republic of 
Bangladesh which was adopted by the Constituent Assembly on the 
4th November, 1972, came into force on the 16th December, 1972,

<
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The Constitution established a Supreme Court for Bangladesh with 
two divisions— one called the Appellate Division and the other the 
High Court Division. Generally speaking, the High Court Division 
has inherited all such original, appellate and other jurisdictions and 
powers as were exercisable by the High Court of East Pakistan and 
the Appellate Division has inherited all such powers and jurisdictions 
as were exercisable by the Supreme Court of Pakistan in relation to 
the territories of the Province of East Pakistan. Considered in the 
historical perspective, the High Court Division of the Supreme Court 
of Bangladesh may be said, without gross inaccuracy, to be the conti
nuation, with different name and identity, of the High Court at 
port William in Calcutta in relation to the • territories of Bangladesh 
through the High Court of East Pakistan established by successive 
Constitutions and the Appellate Division of the Supreme Court of 
Bangladesh to be the continuation of the Federal Court of India in 
relation to those territories through the Federal Court and the Supreme 
Court of Pakistan. The composition of the Court, the qualifications 
of the Judges, the practice and procedure, formalities and rituals, 
dress ^nd language and even the manner of addressing the judges, 
which is indubitably repugnant to the principle of a republic, continue 
to be same. The only change worth mentioning is the addition of 
the power in respect of prerogative writs in favour of the successors 
of the High Court of Calcutta and the addition of the powers and 
jurisdiction of the Privy Council in favour of the successor of the 
Federal Court of India.

The Conciliation Courts introduced in 1961, which were the 
successors of the Union Benches introduced in 1919, have been 
replaced, with additional powers, by the village Courts established 
under the Village Courts Ordinance, 1976 (Ord. LXI of 1976). The 
composition of the Village Courts is the same as that of the Concilia
tion Courts. Governing principle is composition rather than adjudi
cation of disputes.

If certain adjustments in jurisdictions and powers required by 
changed circumstances are ignored, all the other courts, tribunals and 
judicial institutions continue to function as before as if there has been 
no pol:tical or constitutional change from the time of the British Rule. 
The Compos’tion of the courts, the practice and procedure and the 
language and formalities remain unaltered. The qualifications and 
method of recruitment of the jud’cia1 officers and their conditions of 
service still continue to be governed by, and in accordance with the 
principles of, the same old rtfes and, where they have been replaced, 
by rules drawn up almost in identical terms.
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This brief account of the evolution of the judicial system of 
Bang-auesn, wnose oasic structure and principles continue to De what 
they were e>gnt decades ago, demonstrates on me one hand the vitaiicy 
ana resilience or tne system designed tor the purposes of colonial 
rtue ana acJaiowieages on the other the sterility oi successive political 
cnanges m generaimg social progression. isnent acceptance of the 
system for more than three decades after the end of the colonial riLe 
goes to justly the boastful claim of Mrs. Margaret Thatcner that the 
British nue had given the best laws, an impartial system of justice and 
an incorrupt administration to a quarter of the earth’s suriace which 
includes Bangladesh. But the painful realities of the life of the 
common man give a he to that claim. The then President Ox Bangla
desh m his address of the 26th March, 1975, highlighted only one 
aspect of the deficiency of the system, namely, the delay in judicial 
process. Insulation of the system from the fabric of the indigenous 
society, the remoteness of approach, the procedural hurdle and the 
cost and trouble involved had made justice, if not the proverbial sour 
grape, a bitter fruit for the common man and it still remains so. For 
a common man a victory in a litigation, if it so happens in.any case, 
is most often of the nature of Pyrrhic victory and ultimately turns out 
to be h.s undoing. With ad the rhetoric about equal protection of 
law, right to life and liberty, inviolability of the person and sanctity 
of property and all the procedural safeguards and excellence of form, 
justice was always, and still continues to be, a prohibitive luxury for 
the common man. This is a phenomenon not peculiar to Bangladesh 
but common to almost all countries where the social order, the matrix 
of the legal order, is founded on property regime with the primacy 
of the individual over the collective. But the disintegration of the 
erstwhile cohesive social iorces and the volatile political and economic 
climate with concomitant social and administrative disorder during the 
last four decades and creeping corruption and corrosion of values 
have made the quest for justice in Bangladesh a quest for the unreal. 
The judicial system and also to a great extent the general legal and 
administrative system are out of tune with the current social reality 
and devoid of any promise for the future. The current judicial 
system, in alliance with the administrative system, is operating as a 
convenient tool of the high and mighty for depriving and breaking the 
poor. Hence, the crying need for reform of the judicial system in 
Bangladesh.

A judicial system develops or is set up for dispensation of justice; 
and the concept of justice in a given society takes its complexion from 
the values cherished by that society. To be effective it has to move 
in harmony with the progression of social development and concomi
tant mutation of the sense of values. It has also to act in harmony
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■with the politically adopted social aspirations. I t is when there is 
any contradiction or disharmony between the form, principles an<l 
working of the judicial system and the contemporary social an£ 
political circumstances and aspirations that the system fails in its 
purpose and gives rise to the question of its reform. An exercise on 
judicial reform has, therefore, to keep in view the current social and 
political circumstances as they have emerged from the past and also 
the envisioned future.

The judicial system which we now have, as inheritance from the 
foreign rulers, reached its maturity at the close of the last century 
and it has not, as shown in the historical account of its evolution, 
undergone any material change in principle, structure, composit on 
or procedure notwithstanding successive economic, social and political 
changes of revolutionary magnitude during the last eight decades. 

There is thus a lack of correspondence of the inherited judicial system 
with the current socio-economic and political real:ty which accounts 
for its failure to meet the challenge of the time. The maturity which 
the judicial system reached at the close of the last century correspond
ed with the maturity which the socio-economic system that emerged 
pn the foundation of the permanent settlement reached at that t'me. 

This again corresponded with the matching maturity of the administra
tion under the British Crown. Reach:ng this maturity, the socio
economic system, the administrative system and the judicial system 
reached also their stasis.

The nineteenth century closed in Bengal with the society as 
archaic and stagnant as it was for the past few centuries with only 
realignment of forces consequent upon* the advent of British rule and 
introduction of permanent settlement. The economy continued to 
be as predominantly, if not wholly, agricultural as it traditionally was
a,nd more so because of the decadence of the thriving indigenous 
industry due to calculated suppression in the interest of the foreign 
rulers. The cultural pattern and social values continued to be as 
introvertive and unresponsive to fresh light as they were for ages with 
only imperceptible simmerings of a' countable few of the upper stratum 
enlightened by English education. The landed gentry who in general 
continued to live in their own homes in villages continued to constitute 
the indigenous power base to the exclusion, since the consolidation of 

"British rule, of the erstwhile native state functionaries. The political 
consciousness of the generality of the people continued to be as 

'marked by its absence as the village communities of the sub-continent 
had been in the past though dynasty after dynasty had tumbled, down

6
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and revolution* had succeeded revolution. The maturity that the 
administrative and judicial system reached at the close of the nine
teenth century was in the context of the political and socio-economic 
circumstances of that time.

The twentieth century opened to tell a different tale. The germ 
of disintegration and dissolution of idyllic village communities with 
their stagnatory and vegetative life which the British rulers uncons
ciously sowed with the dissemination of modem learning and introduc
tion of railway and mdustries, whatever may be their inadequacy and 
deficiency, began to sprout and started causing social revolution. 
The first ostensible event which gave occasion to bring the generality 
of the people in a political movement and thereby to generate in them 
some sort of political consciousness was the partition of Bengal in 
1905. The advanced section of the English educated middle class 
of Bengal who preceived in the partition a threat to their vested 
interests in -Government employment, professions and other privileges 
determined to undo the partition and resorted to popular movement 
which was the only weapon then available to them without risking 
their privileged position in society and with Government. But the 
dialectics of popular movement with political content inevitably 
widened and deepened political consciousness. The visible fall-out 
of this movement was the terrorist movement of Bengal aimed at 
putting an end to British rule in India. The administration reacted 
to the terrorist movement by the Criminal Law Amendment Act of 
1908— a draconian law by the standard of that time. This was a 
violent departure from the normal judicial process. There was of 
course the Bengal Regulation III of 1818 (The Bengal State Prisoners 
Regulation, 1818), a law relating to preventive detention of political 
recalcitrants, but this caused no concern for the generality of people 
because of the very nature of the then opposition to foreign rule. 
The partition of Bengal was, of course, undone but for a price. The 
capital of British India was transferred from Calcutta to Delhi. But 
the movement against partition left its mark in the political conscious
ness of the masses.

. Before the commotion caused by partition of Bengal and its 
undoing could subside came the first world war. The war in its wake 
added new ingredients to quicken the transformation of the socio
economic and political scene. The reasons of war necessitated, in 
the economic field,- the first conscious step towards industrialisation 
of the country to a limited extent and, in the political field, mobilisa
tion of the people in support of the war. Britain held out a r>rospect 
of a better deal for India. When the allied victory was in sight, the
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promise of “progressive realisation of self-government” belied the 
expectation of Indian political leadership. The political movement 
for “Swaraj” was gathering momentum and therewith the terrorist 
movement was also raising its head. The administration reacted 
with the Rowlatt Bill. The ruthlessness of Government action, 
particularly in Jalianwallabagh, caused a political explosion. 
Thereafter events followed in quick succession. The magnitude of 
the commotion of the non-cooperation movement and the Khilafat 
movement, which hardly left any section of the people unaffected, 
added new dimension to the political consciousness of the masses. 
This consciousness by its own logic generated consciousness of social' 
and economic rights particularly those of the underprivileged. The 
class rights of workers and peasants were getting to be issues for 
movement. Governmental functions and regulations began to extend 
to new fields, including commercial and industrial fields, and fields 
which previously were considered to be not appropriate for Govern
mental regulation or interference. The cumulative effect of all these 
factors was dissolution of old forces and values that hitherto 
maintained a social balance. The old principles of social and legal 
relationship and the old administrative and judicial systems were 
showing symptoms of inadequacy and decrepitude.

Though the vigour of the non-cooperation and the Khilafat move
ments had come down, the silent process of transformation of the 
economic and social scene continued unabated. This process which 
by its own law of motion developed momentum gained acceleration 
from internal and external factors like civil disobedience movement 
of 1930, the world economic recession of 1929— 32 and the cons
titutional change in 1937. This process, apart from sharpening 
social conciousness and questioning the traditional norms and values, 
developed contradictions within the old social, legal and administra
tive framework and naturally generated heat, tension and conflict. 
This framework with its resilience, however, continued to hold out and 
was not wholly incapable of containing social, economic and political 
disorder until it reached the breaking point soon after the outbreak 
of the second world war. The circumstances arising from, and in 
the wake of, the second world war, the Bengal famine of 1943 and 
the political commotion and communal riots of 1942—47 had shaken, 
the old social order and old values and beliefs to their foundations:. 
The magnitude of the problems created by those circumstances so 
overwhelmed the administrative and the judicial system that they 
could hardly maintain the form not to speak of serving the social 
purpose for which they were designed. Soon followed the political 
partition of the sub-continent to give birth to two independent states
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of India and Pakistan. The partition, apart from taking its toll o f  
human misery due to mass migration and communal riots, had the 
crippling effect on the administrative and judicial structure inherited 
by East Bengal, .the newly curved out province of the new state of 
Pakistan. The. Pakistan polity had its inherent contradictions which 
gradually gravitated towards the War of Liberation in 1971 of the 
people of the Province of East Pakistan and found resolution in the 
emergence of the independent State of' Bangladesh. The War of 
Liberation with its attendent violence and disorder had thrown the 
administration, including administration of justice, in a state of 
complete disarray. The Vice-President Mr. Justice A. Sattar, in an 
address at a Lawyers’ Conference, neatly summarised in the follow
ing words how and why the legal framework and the judicial system 
of Bangladesh have, in the course of the last seven decades, reached 
the stage of inadequecy and irrelevance in the context of our progres
sive needs.

“Society has outgrown the legal framework designed to meet the- 
needs of the tardy nineteenth century. Though the ravages of the 
First World War did not directly touch our part of the globe, we 
had not remained, as we could not remain, immune from its fall-out. 
Industrial growth, because of the need of the war, new concepts of 
political, economic and social relationship, new values and new sense- 
o'f urgency had generated a mobility and tension that the old legal 
framework, institutional and procedural, could not cope with. Its 
insulation and alienation from, the people and the society now 
appeared in bold relief because of its insufficiency and inefficiency. 
This also led to its corrosion frotn within, that is, through corruption 
and contempt of its own functionaries, without social resistance. 
Simultaneously with this process, social commotion and clash and 
contradiction between the ruling power and native aspirations mounted 
to such an extent that it was hardly possible to look at the problem 
ih correct perspective. Though the current needs of the law and 
drder situation and of resolving conflicts and commotions in new 
fields, such as, labour relations, were sought to be met by new laws# 
both substantive and procedural, the basic problem of recasting the 
dntire structure to meet the demands of the changed and everchang- 
ing situation remained unattended. The legal procedure and the 
institutions for adjudication of disputes and dispensation of justice 
had, by the time the Second World War broke out-, retained only their 
form b u t lost thejr content and social utility. Whatever service Of 
social benefits- could he derived from their continued existence <va£ 
due to mental habit and popular psychology ratter than to their OWfi 
worth and vitality.

i
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“The second World War came with its challenges in the adminis
tration of justice in fields new as well as in fields old which werb 
getting more and more complex and the Old legal fraiilework and 
institutions, with their supplements and modifications, could hardly 
meet them. The war generated new activities, new needs, new rights 
and obligations, new restrictions and responsibilities, new fields of 
tension and conflict, new social relationship and social behaviours, 
new laws, new forums and new procedure. The disputes under, and 
contraventions of, new laws, regulations and directions far out
numbered the traditional civil disputes and criminal offences which did 
not show any sign of decline or abatement. Administration of justice 
was in a state of flux in exact correspondence to the chaotic state of 
economic and social life of the community. Irregularity or delay in 
dispensation of justice was only one of the manifestations of social 
chaos.

• “Before the society could recover or rediscover a balance and a, 
sense of value after the close of the second World War, foreign rule 
came to an end With the partition of the then one country. This 
change-over brought in its wake its own problems and challenges with 
which we were not acquainted. We faued to anticipate the shape of 
things to come. Problems created by communal riots of national 
dimension, mass migration, rehabilitation of refugees, establishment 
of new trade and other economic relationship to replace the old, 
needed immediate attention and claimed priority to the ordinary 
problems of administrat on including administration of justice. A 
general legal framework for administration of justice designed for thfe 
nineteenth century society and polity continued to serve the post- 
indepefidence society and polity. Some changes have, no doubt, 
from t:me to time, been introduced by way of reform, b,ut they were,* 
in the main, nothing but attempts at adjustment and patchwork to meet 
the needs of administration rather than the heeds of the people. Th§ 
administrative machinery including that for administration of justice 
continued to be as insular and alienated from the' people as it was 
dufing the alien rule. It was,- therefore, no wonder that we had to 
engage' in a struggle for, and win, liberation -from independence. A 
contradiction between the legal framework and the social needs of 
the changed situation also accounted for the delay in the administra- 
tidtf of justice.

■** \  * • .

“The struggle for liberation, because of its nature arid process,
contained and nurtured within it the germs of social disorder arid 
ifroral anarchy.. The contradiction between its fevolut'onary form 
dfid' feVer-s;ofiary' eontent did not permit, rather, prevented the grow'w|, 
of institutions to take over the social and administrative functions or
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the post-liberation society. The debilitated pre-liberation administra
tive organisations, agencies and other institutions had, of necessity, to 
take on the responsibilities, for which they were neither prepared nor 
groomed, of contending and containing the forces of disorder and 
anarchy unleashed after the restraint of war was over. Apart from 
the load of responsibilities of unanticipated dimension and complexity, 
the administrative machinery, including the judiciary and law-enforcing 
agencies, had to work within the legal framework and the limitations 
of the pre-liberation period which were again the same as those of the 
nineteenth century. Our principal substantive and procedural laws, 
both civil and criminal, which govern and regulate the day-to-day life 
of the generality of the people still continue to be the nineteenth 
century statutes founded on the then property relations, economic 
structure, concepts of rights and ob'igations and sense of value. This 
is true also in the case of composition, hierarchy, jurisdictions, powers 
and procedure both of the jud'ciary and the law-enforcing agencies. 
I  am not suggesting that they were or are bad but I feel that with all 
their merits they are out of tune with the present reality and have 
outlived their utility. They may continue to generate fear but have 
ceased to inspire confidence. They certainly do not an;mate the 
affection of the people which is due to an institution of their own. 
Fear is not a-substitute for affection. An inst:tut;on to generate fear 
is a weanon of the ruler against the ruled but an institution drawing 
the affection of the people is an agency of service. In strte of our 
independence in 1947 and liberation in 1971. it is the continued st^e, 
apnearance and trar>pin?s of our judicial institutions and law- 
enforcing agencies designed as weapons of the ruler against the ruled 
and not as agencies of service bv of and for the peortle that explains 
their continued insulation and alienation from the people. It is this 
insulation and alienation, coupled with the d'sharmonv with the 
current social and economic realities and the workload beyond their 
strength to bear that, in a large measure, account for the fa;hire of 
our present legal machinery to administer speedy and effective justice."

This is the reality of the present state of administration of justice 
in Bangladesh and it is in the context of this reality that Mr. Justice 
Sattar concluded his address with the observation: “The old society
has lost its balance with the natural process of decay and disintegration 
of its values and beliefs without laying the foundation for the healthy 
growth of the new. New balance will have to be worked out on new 
values and human relationships.expressed and epitomised in a new 
legal system”. . Working out of a new legal system to express new 
values and new human relationships is not, however, the purport of 
this essay. What this essay aims at is projection of only a judicial 
system which will be free, to the extent human nature permits from
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•the deficiencies and afflictions of the current judicial system which is 
a  continuation of the system introduced for the purpose of colonial 
rule.

IV  '

The judicial system of a polity is a part of its legal system; and 
the legal system is the product of the socio-economic order. A projec
tion of judicial system for Bangladesh cannot, therefore, be devoid of 
a vision, however inchoate, of a socio-economic order reflecting our 
aspirations. Our aspirations and our vision of a socio-economic 

order have been sought to be given expression to in Part II of the 
Constitution which sets out the Fundamental Principles of State Policy. 
The programme and procedure for the realisation of our aspirations 
and vision will necessarily be conditioned by the character of our 
polity which is declared to be a republic by article I and is required 
to be democratic under article 12 of the Constitution,

In a republic sovereignty vests in the people and is exercisable in 
■different fields— executive, legislative and judicial—by institutions and 
authorities named and defined by the Constitution and laws made 
under the authority of the Constitution and in a democracy, if it is 
not intended to be a pretension or an apolocy, the institutions and 
agencies Tor the exercise of sovereign authority and other governmental 
functions are requ:red to be designated, elected or appointed by the 
people. The character of a republic and principles of democracy 
Tequire that in Bangladesh the agencies and functionaries of the State 
at every possible level, particularly, those with decis’on making 
■authority, which include judges and persons exercising jud:cial 
functions, be named and selected by. or in such manner as to reflect 
the wil1 of. the people for whom and in whose name the decision or 
action is to be taken. It is only such naming and selection that 
"would justify calling our polity a democracy.

Moreover, selection of the State functionaries by the people alone 
•can prevent insularity and alienation of state agencies and function
aries from the people and the local society in which they are required 
to function. Such insularity and al;enation which constituted the 
basic principle of the administrative steel-frame "and the judicial system 
were, calculated for the purpose of colonial rule. Unfortunately 
in spite of the constitutional declaration that our polity is a republic 
with principles of democracy, the colonial principle of selection of 
-state functionaries continues to guide our administrative framework 
as well as the judicial system. The administrative or judicial autho-
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people of that area. These authorities have the character of being 
the agencies or commissioners and, hence, the representatives of the 
central authority like those under colonial rule. Here is the contradic
tions between the principle we have adopted in theory and the reality 
and between our pretension and our practice. The resolution of this 
contradiction is a condition precedent for progressive realisation of 
our aspirations and vision. The framework of a new judicial system 
will, therefore, have to be kept free from this contradiction. Hence, 
the first basic principle for a new judicial system of Bangladesh is 
that its composition at every level must reflect democratic principle.

Article 22 of the Constitution provides- that the State shall ensure 
the separation of the judiciary from the executive organs of the State. 
The justification and need for separation of the judiciary from the 
executive branch of the Government has never been disputed except 
in the early stages of British rule. As has been shown in the history 
of the judiciary, the office of the Collector was separated from that 
of the Magistrate of the district as early as 1837. But they were 
united again in 1859 on the ground that maintenance of the position 
of the district officers, which was considered essential to the mainten
ance of British rule, required judicial power in the hands of those 
officers. Successive political changes have not affected the position. 
The executive officers continue to exercise judicial powers in criminal 
matters in spite of the fact that manifold functions of those officers 
which are continuously on the increase hardly enable them to attend 
to judicial functions. The Code of Criminal Procedure (East Pakistan 
Amendment) Act, 1957 (XXXVI of 1957), which was enacted in 
November, 1957, to relieve the executive officers from judicial func
tions, that is to say, to effect separation of the judiciary from the execu
tive at the only stage it is not separate, has not been brought into 
force. The reasons are partly administrative and partly political. 
That presumably explains the need for the standing directive in 
Article 22 of the Constitution. The second basic principle for reform 
of the judicial system in Bangladesh has, therefore, to be complete 
separation of the judiciary from the executive.

_ Rule of law is a pre-condition for social order and social progress 
if not foy the very social existence of a community; and rule of law 
in a democratic polity is predicated on the independence of the jucfi- 
f;?ry from the executive <?r from political control o f  interference. It 
is such independence alone that can guarantee individual rights and 
liberations §nd protect the weak against the strong. .A democratic 
polity without a$ independent judiciary los§s all its merit and exposes

, ^9 risk of abuse by unscrupulous persons in authority a^d, 
qn occasions of civil commotion* tjie risfc of rule ,pf the.mob.' Indepen
dence of the judiciary has, of course, wider and deeper connotation
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i?idepf n f e c e ;:iLQm ^ e x e c u tiv e , ijranch. of Government. 
<.As.fi as, Jbeen aptly put- by Prof* K. W. ^ajchett: “The .essence  ̂of
Judicial independence is that the ,Judge,, in .the, discharge- of. his func
tions, .reaches, his deqisipns- because sh:s analysis,,-,legal .knowledge and 
.understanding, jiis training and system of values,'and no one else’s 

J^ad .hin^ jo  .particular cpnclusions. That independence is in .the 
Judge’s refusal to submit to any external, pressures to reach conclu
sions different from those which, in,,his evaluation of the, law and 
interpretation of the evi4ence, appear to be right ones.” This speaks 

-of only external pressures and external pressures are varied* .subtle 
and complex in the present day complex society. Apart from exter
nal pressures there are many internal or subconscious impediments 
to independence or impartiality qf a judge as has been- aptly .expressed 
in the passage. The notion of a judge being, impartial needs more 
thought than it is commonly given. Strpng, views, may obviously affect 
decisions, but general outlook and mental, .habits, can have "just as 
much influence without being so noticeable. Whatever the conscious 
effect to be impartial, there is always the prejudice, or bias or as 

..Holmes called it “the inarticulate major premiss of the judge.” An 
^independent judiciary implies immunity of a judge rendering a deci- 
■sion from influences external or internal which impair impartiality 
and also involves integrity of the. judge to resist temptations and 
overcome prejudice. Judicial independence does not, of course, mean 
«a licence for a judge to act arbitrarily or an immunity from public 
scrutiny. As Lord Atkin put it: “Justice is not a cloistered virtue: 

"she must be allowed to suffer scrutiny and ^respectful, even though 
'outspoken, comments of ordinary men.” Nor does judicial,indepen
dence mean “a trapping of judicial office designed to bestow on. the 
judges a'special status with .special privileges to satisfy, their personal 
vanities”. It is aimed at the protection of the interest of the 

community by excluding arbitrariness in the administration of . justice. 
Judicial independence, therefore, also imposes a social responsibility 

•; on. the ..judge .who -has to-take apcount of, but not.-ruled.by, .cpntem- 
,.porary ipublic ^opinion.

Present judicial .system o f, Bangladesh .grants* i^.thepry .and flso 
In law, judicial independence but .external, pressures, to impartiality 
.of a judges, are not absent .and, in the present spcio-eponpmic .and 
cultural context, internal ^pressures,. including temptations and 
prejudices,, are ,not few. After all_human fights..“are not, prot.ec’ted 

Vmolv.., by’ ,Constitutions, .leg a tio n * .. soeeshos or, proclamations”. 
6 *t excent tjioce. of the ^mren?e1C ^t...are..m f,»r>her<! qf^he

rQiviT. Setviq;.^ndutheir. .apppintqi^nt»tr».transfej:.tand pjqmotiou .are 
governed bg the. same ijrjncjples as.apnlv ^q..th.%©xecntiv«.ssen^es. 

^Their, a u n t ie s  ,are ,su!?je# t^^lie^QntroJ oj^the esewtive.. TJiey

7
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are not unoften involved in public duties unassociatcd with judicial 
functions, sucn as, enquiries or commissions whicn nave bearing on 
sensitive political prooiems. Sucn involvement cannot but impair 
the reputation for impartiality, if not impartiality itself of the judge. 
In the matter of’ amenities judges are not uxioic^n discriminated 
against. These factors correde in practice judicial independence 
gicuiced in tneory. AH these tactors nave an unquaiitiliaDie cumula
tive effect on the quality of justice administered. Hence, the third 
basic principle for reconstitution of the judicial system in Bangladesh 
has to be independent of the judiciary in theory and practice coupled 
with social responsibility.

Next to the above three basic principles, come certain other 
principles which should find reflection in the judicial system if it is 
to justify its legitimacy to the common man and earn his esteem. 
The first of these principles is that justice must be cheap if not free. 
Article 31 of the Constitution declares that to enjoy the protection 
of the law, and to be treated in accordance with Jaw, and only in 
accordance with law, is the inalienable right of every citizen and 
Article 27 declares that all citizens are equal before law and are 
entitled to equal protection of law. To a common man these 
declarations cannot but be empty phrases when enforcement or 
defence of his rights is beyond his means. After all human rights 
are not protected by such declarations but by readily available effec- 

, tive remedies within means. Realisation of equality as envisioned 
in those articles in a fundamentally unequal society would call for 
dispensation of free justice with availability of free legal aid. But 
in the given circumstances of our society it would be idle to attempt 
even in the near future at the creation of “an oasis of equality within 
an environment of inequality”. Hence, the aim has of necessity to 
be limited to making justice cheap.

Administration of justice aims principally at the maintenance of 
rule of law which seeks to ensure the principle of rule of right in the 
relations between the governors and the governed and between man 
and man. If properlv adapted, it can be directed to serve other social 
purposes as well. After all human relationships and consenuently 
jseesLal relationships constitute a part of the fabric of daily life and 
ssncrh relationships are not governed bv the principles of anv mechani
c a l  process. Community or social life is as much determined by 
process of adjustment and compromise as individual life. Enforce
ment or maintenance of rule of right or rule of law cannot, therefore, 
"be a wholly mechanical process. Consecmentlv compromise  ̂ and 
composition of disputes has to be a part of the process of administra
tion of justice. With this principle in view the courts can be
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developed into institutions of social service to foster harmonious 
social relationship and thereby to thin out the causes for adjudication 
which now crowd the courts beyond their capacity. Hence, com
promise and composition of disputes without detracting from deter
mination of rights should also constitute a directive principle for the 
judicial system of Bangladesh.

Legal service,, that is, Lawyer’s service, is universally recognised 
as a necessary part of the judicial process and an autonomous part 
at that. This recognition has found expression in our laws and rules 
and the practice and procedure of our courts. The right to consult 
and be defended by a legal practitioner of his choice has been recog
nised as a fundamental right of a citizen by Article 33 of the Constitu
tion. A lawyer has thus a very significant role to play and this role 
is not confined only in the administration of justice but extends also 
to other fields of social life. In the field of administration of justice 
he has the responsibility to assist in the just, prompt, and efficient 
disposal of the business of the court and also to represent his client 
competently so as to fully maintain the client’s interest within the 
bounds of the law and the ethical rules of the profession. In correctly 
playing his role in the administration of justice, the lawyer, in a 
manner, not only assists in the maintenance of law and order but also 
acts as a custodian of civil liberties of the citizen. Apart from his 
responsibilities in the field of administration of justice, a lawyer has 
also certain social responsibilities which include work for the selection 
of an enlightened judiciary, initiation of proposal for law reform and 
providing legal service to those who need them. The public 
responsibilities of the members of the legal profession, as submitted 
bv the New Zealand Law Society to the Royal Commission on the 
Courts, also include:

(a) maintenance and promotion of the integrity and compe
tence of the profession;

(b) assistance to ensure that legal services are available to 
all sectors of the public;

(c) providing public service in areas of special legal compe
tence; and

(d) assistance to facilitate and improve the administration of 
the law and the fairness and efficiency of the legal system.

Whatever might have been their role in the past, it would be a  
distortion of reality to assert that the lawyers in Bangladesh, of courser 
with honourable exceptions, stand up to their aforesaid responsibili
ties. Apart from progressive deterioration of the quality of service
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wlfiMi’ IS tiqt th^Tegfif & f^^ U T o n erA e* 'a i^ tf(fe
tM f  fhtf lawyer's *are*in Hio 'tftieaft' ftigSsuW lMp<5nsiB!el fof“fhe^curferit 
ill̂ F 6 f% e ’ admihi^trai:<5n 'gfjurftidb is ho t unf6Uii<fe& TfiiSls parti- 
culkrly True in d^ilSmg ’deldy in thev judiciarpr6rdess"by< taMhg^dvaii- 
tale^of the' jjrote^dfei lawS,;c in- suborning; witfoSs&fc; in knoWiiigly 
suppressing or fabricating evidence and in preiifratmg1 avoidable pro
ceedings. The lawyer’s complicity in contaminating the judiciary 
with‘corf tiptioh cannot'also' be” ruled out. The" IaWyer' in mcSf cases- 
cdtisiilfs his own pecuniary interest' more than the* interest of justice 
or‘̂ of his client. There'are many a reason for the 'defection of 'the 
m£?ftib r̂S’ of 'thef’legaT profession 'frOm" thefr respdnsibilitiesr' The- 
gendfal ‘ reason is that th e ’rule of IaW itself "has lost' its" Vtalify In 
Bangladesh” xltfb to' SckSal, economic and political instabil’ty during thd~ 
laSt frv£ decade’s' coupled 'with’ the corrosion o f moral valued. Besides 
the general reason; the- particular reasons relatablb to the legal pro
fession are, to state a feiv, “first, the qualitative poverty of persons 
who' take’- up, -or rafher, are compelled to take' up, law as profession 
if' a few exceptions coming generally froni affluent families'whose 
setVices are n o t available to the common man are discounted, secbnd, 
the' method of induction to the legal profession;’ third", the complete 
dependence on lifgation and litigating public of the generality’ o r  
lawyers for thdir liViftg; and fourth, the denigration of” the judicial' 
process due to the domina'nce of the Governmental and corporate 
agencies in the ecdnofnic life of the society withdut scrapplflg^he- 
regittief of private property and individual enterprise.

Efficient legal ’service with integrity is a necessity fot he;althy 
administration of justice/ A judicial reform would, therefore; also 
call for reform of the institution rendering’ legal service, that is to* 
say, reform of the legal profession so as to ensure’'that it honourably 
acquits itself of its social responsibilities. The profession, for the 
redemption from its'preseriff state'of morbidity, neec&'a reglfldted and' 
selective induction, restriction of rthd humbef to'5 the extent of the 
need; 'securing a minimum’income to each of its members, principled 
distribution of work amongst all and a closer association with the 
administration of justice. To put it shortly, the legal profession needs 
integration' “with theTjudiciar System Without compromising its'indepen
dence and such integration should also constitute a principle of the 
judicial system-of Bangladeshi

Enunciation of the above guiding principles sets the stage for 
working- out a  new; judicial system1 to 'assist u s in  fthi5* reHlftaTSdri of 
our aspirations: 5’ The shadow of thd^past*' and the weight ft i f r th& 
present- may Suggest many a schente' for judicial' reform’ ;bUf' SucK'a 
scheme generally' hasTa  ‘tendency to  be' merely*a lehash' of thg'curr&fft
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systKriflPP ItiS"'t&ie&S&ttirtMtMt6ndi^Cy»fhat;-!'aftt£ *givfifg itfieVhistoricaP 
ba‘Ckgft5Uiid! lih d ftnUtyi\c'ai appraisal * of-th6{jtidfeiajy we^haĤ e inherit* 
edf th^gaidi5i^^ria6^)Ifesr<3have * befeh * 'set!*,out- so- that fh&tjudteiaf 
systefn' desigiied^ to refled’t thdiSe-’prineipleS' is not1'Conditioned bythafs 
SMfttf^drNvefght^ TKo'seprineiples-'do’not, -of Source;’-rule^but-ftany 
alternative schemes. The purport of this essay is to projectj One'such 
scheme the outline of which is set out below. The scheme, for its 
im$lefrefttafr6*rf2 Would/' 'of' Cottrse;-need felabcfration an d 1 adjustment 
'Witfi^refere^be' to 'economic feasibility; availability of th e ’required 
pei&dnttEF, koftVgftience of* the' people !and administratiVe effidiericy:j!t

The scheme covers only the courts and authorities designed to 
exej^tse'geffefaf^urisdiWfon-;' 'civffand' Criminal, for purpose of adjudi- 
catioff^settlHmetit'Or^coirrposition of disputes, claimfc or offences; THe' 
ccfHrts, ♦tribuirkls'^dt' authorities- which' may? be necessary'forthe'exer* 
cise' 5f'§pecM; iurfediction' on'f'specific .matters,-- such as, institution® 
lik©'Labottf' ’Coultff, Prize: Courts, Income^Tak Appellate' Tribunal^ 
etc;/' Gallfor-' Separate! treatment. By-' theft* very nature'they do’not? 
fall^witllitf thS^mb'iPof th£: general ’-judicial ’System.' They haVe-not*; 
thfcreftfife? be&h br'^ttgM tvithih thC scope o f thef> SdhCme. *

THE SCHEME

I Conciliation Boards

Atthe'bake of'the judicial system shall be the Conciliation Boards: 
whicfr'khall: feflebt fh^ same principles and shall -be constituted some- 
wMt drftheSafne' lilies as" the existing Village .Courts under the. Village.- 
Courts Ordinance, 1976 ‘"(LXT of 1976). These Boards'w ill *nof J 
adjudicate or try, but will only settle or compose, disputes, claims 
and offerices-. * They will not be courts of record-and-Will not be pari 
of {the judiciary -but will nevertheless be a component of thd judicial 
system* in- theuserfse *th&t the settlefnent1 or composition ‘effected byj 
th&n' Will have-'finality, and the jurisdiction of all courts will stand 
bdirSd,*-in'Certain-.classes of disputes, cla:ms- or offences. ThS jurist 
difc'tldff "and fun'ctiorfs of the Conciliation Board will be' so-adjusted as- 
td 'eriable them'lo' replace' both'the' existing Village Courts •and the- 
CotirtS" of’ Small: "'Causes constituted under “the' Small Cause Courts? 
AetyU8S7 <IX--ofclS87).

IL Local CourtS r  .

„ l.~ At the-lowest?<rung of- the judiciary shall-be the -Local.Courts;-, 
The local courts shall-be^set-up.with reference to  judicial,circles an<|5 
there shall be one Local Court for each such circle.
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' 2. The judicial circles shall be the territorial subdivisions of a.
judicial district. A judicial circle shall ordinarily comprise an area 
of a Thana but at the initial stage a bigger area not exceeding the 
areas of three thanas may be included within it. Thus initially there 
will not be more than six Local Courts within the present administra
tive subdivisions.

3. A Local Court will be located at such a place within its- 
territorial limits as is most convenient to the people of the area for 
which it is set up. This will cut the expenses of litigation and miti
gate the inconvenience of the parties and witnesses.

4. A Local Court shall have both civil and criminal jurisdiction^ 
They will replace the existing courts of Munsifs and all classes of 
Magistrates and their jurisdiction and powers shall be laid down 
accordingly. At present there are on an average three courts of 
Munsifs and five courts of Magistrates in a subdivision. Hence- 
replacement of the Courts of Munsifs and Magistrates by Local Courts 
would not increase the number of civil and criminal courts we now 
have in a subdivision. Such replacement will have the effect of 
separating the judiciary from, and making it independent of, the 
executive.

5. A Local Court shall consist of a presiding judge and two 
honorary advisers. The presiding judge shall be a permanent 
member of the judiciary whose appointment and terms and conditions 
of service shall be prescribed by law. The two advisers shall be 
selected by the presiding judge for adjudication or trial of each case 
by drawing a lot from the panel of advisers.

6. There shall be a panel of advisers for each Local Court, 
consisting of nine advocates selected from amongst their number by 
the members of the local bar. No person shall be included in the- 
panel of advisers unless he has not less than seven years practice as 
an advocate. An advocate on the panel shall be bound to serve as 
an adviser if he is selected for a case. For the purpose of drawing 
a lot, the advocate on the panel who has taken the brief on behalf of 
a party shall be excluded. No party shall have the' right to engage 
more than one such advocate as is on the panel to represent his case.

7. If a party raises objection in respect of any adviser selected 
by lot, the presiding judge shall by lot select another adviser in his 
place from amongst the remaining advocates on the panel. No party 
shall have right to raise objection more than twice.
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8. If a plaint or. application in the original civil jurisdiction of 
the Local Court is contested, the court shall, before selecting the 
advisers, direct the advocates representing the parties to m ate an 
effort for conciliation or settlement out of court. If the conciliation 
o r  settlement tails, the advocates concerned shall submit to the court
a. joint statement to that effect specifying therein the agreed points of 
fact, the disputed points of fact and the disputed points of law. After 
submission of such statement, the court shall select advisers and 
proceed with the trial.

9. The decision of the Court shall be given by the presiding judge
after obtaining the opinion of the advisers. , If the decision of the 
presiding judge is not in agreement with the opinion of any adviser, 
that adviser shall have the right to record his opinion which shall be 
appended to the judgment of the court. '

10. No appeal shall lie from a judgment or decision of a Local 
•Court if it is in agreement on all points with the opinion of both the 
.advisers except on a point of law with special leave to appeal from 
the appellate court.

II—District Courts '

1. Next above the Local Courts in the hierarchy of the judiciary 
shall be the District Courts which shall be established with reference 
to judicial districts and there shall be at least one District Court for 
-each judicial district. Additional District Courts may also be 
'established for a judicial district if it is warranted by the volume of 
business required to be transacted by a district court of that district.

2. The judicial districts shall be the territorial subdivisions of
-a judicial division. The extent of a judicial district shall ordinarily 
be the same as an administrative district. If in the interest of efficient 
administration of just:ce, economy and convenience of the people so 
require, the territorial extent of a judicial district may, from time to 
‘time, be varied to comprise areas which may be different from those 
of an administrative district. '

3. The District Courts and the Additional District Courts shall 
'O rd’narily be located in the headquarters of the general administra
tion  of the district unless there are cogent reasons for.locating them 
elsewhere. The Additional District Courts may be located, if the 
'convenience of the people so require, at other places of the district 
preferably in the headquarters of the general administration of k  
subdivision.



r. 4.rfiBxe§pfc in matters* ialAvthicli*iIiX»caL<Courtsii&avei jurisdiction, 
t?the ©istriCT Courts., and. Additional <District G.ourts .shall haver; such 
iiorigihal. and appellate, civiLand criminal, jurisdiction, aSiipay- Ije. pres- 
"aribedvbyJajv. , In Generali they shall be designed, to,-replace, and; to 
xhave the jurisdiction and powers as are now exercisable by; the,-Court 
of Session, the Courts of District Judge, Additional District Judge 
and Subordinate Judge. So far as criminal ^natters are concerned 

rthey ijiay also have to have the powers of a District Magistrate.
i 4 . 3’

5. A District Court or an Additional District Court shall con
s is t of a presiding judge and two honorary advisers. The presiding 
judge shall be a permanent member of the judiciary whose ..appoint
ment and terms and conditions of service shall be prescribed, by law. 
Two advisers shall be selected by the presiding judge for adjudica
tion or trial of each case by drawing lot from the panel of advisers.

6. .There shall be a panel of advisers,for each District Court and 
Additional District Court. The panel for each such court shall con

sist of such number of advocates, not being less than nine, as may 
be prescribed by law. The panel shall be selected from amongst their 
number by the members of the district bar. No person shall be 
included in the panel unless he1 has not less than ten years practice 
as an advocate. An advocate on the panel shall be bound to serve 
as adviser if he is selected for a'case.

7. The principles laid down in relation to the Local Courts, as 
to the exclusion of an advocate on a panel from the drawal of lot, 
object:on by a party to an adviser, restriction' on the- engagement of 
an advocate on the panel to represent a party in a  case, the manner 
of giving decision of the Court and recording of opinion of the 
tadvisers and the procedure for conciliation- or settlement of disputes 
in the'case of suits in the original civil jurisdictions, shall, with-nqces- 

tsary adaptation,- apply ;also in relation to a iDistrid Court or; an 
< Additional-.Districtf Court.

8. !< Noappeal- shall, lie from’any judgment ort decision passed^ of 
given in an appeal by a District Court or an ? Additional Distriet fColurt 
in its appellate jurisdiction nor shall any appeal lie from any judg-

i ment ondecision of sueh court in its’origin&l* jurisdiction if it*, is in 
‘agreement on all pdintS'fwith-ithe-opinion ofnboth'ithes advrsers*«xoept 
' in • both ̂ circumstances f$vi th^speciali leave^ to^ap^e&l cfrom^thea appellate 
ccOurt xMksth©’ground£fhat -the‘ .judgment or?i§eeision'drtvolves !a;t4iitherto

îrSettledi important! question' ofe law or-̂ ntê pr̂ tationT oMaw (H?rtbat 
it, as (contrary.- tcejlaw. ,

•?* 50
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IV—The Supreme Court

1. There shall be a Supreme Court which shall be the highest 
judicial authority of Bangladesh. The Supreme Court shall consist 
of such number of judges as may be necessary for competent dis
charge of its functions. Appointment of a judge of the Supreme 
Court shall be made by the President with the concurrence of the 
Parliament from the panel of select candidates.

2. There shall be a panel of twelve select candidates4 for appoint
ment as judge of the Supreme Court. The panel shall be nominated 
by the Chief Justice with the concurrence of the Supreme Court Bar 
from amongst persons qualified for appointment as judge of the 
Supreme Court. The nomination shall be so made that there are six 
candidates from the members of the Supreme Court Bar, four from 
the judges of the District Courts and two from jurists of repute who 
are not advocates or judges.

3. The senior of the judges of the Supreme Court, shall be the 
Chief Justice who shall be known as the Chief Justice of Bangladesh; 
and the seniority shall be determined with reference to the date of 
first assumption of office as judge and, in case such date is the same, 
with reference to age.

4. The territory of Bangladesh shall be divided into such number 
of judicial divisions as may be considered necessary for the purpose 
of efficient exercise of powers, jurisdiction and functions of the 
Supreme Court; and each judicial division shall, as far as may be. 
correspond with an administrative division.

5. The Supreme Court shall have as many Divisions as there 
may be judicial divisions; and each Division of the Supreme Court 
shall exercise the powers, jurisdxtions and functions of the Court in 
relation to a judicial division. The Supreme Court shall have perma
nent seats in all the judicial divisions, of which Dacca shall be one; 
and the seat in Dacca shall be the principal seat of the Court.

6. The Supreme Court shall have such original, appellate .and 
other jurisdictions and shall have such powers and functions as may 
be prescribed by .the Constitution and law; and the jurisdiction powers- 
and functions of the Supreme Court may be exercised by a Division 
of that Court in benches of that Division in accordance with rules 
made by the Court or instructions given by the Chief Justice^

8
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7. The law declared and decision given by the Supreme Court 
shall have the finality and be binding on all but no decision of the 
Court shall have effect unless it is confirmed by Parliament if that 
•decision :

(a) overrules or reverses, or has the effect of overruling or 
reversing, any declaration or interpretation of law as 
settled by any of its earlier decisions or by any earlier 
decision of the highest judicial authority in relation to 
Bangladesh which includes in the relevant period the 
judicial Committee of the Privy Council, the Federal 
Court of India, the Federal Court and the Supreme Court 
of Pakistan in respect of the period during which 
they exercised jurisdiction in relation- to territory of 
Bangladesh; or

(b) relates to a matter in which the jurisdiction of, or cogni- 
•zance by, the Supreme Court or any other Court has 
been declared to be excluded or barred by any law or 
any instrument having the effect of law; or

(c) declares or has the effect of declaring any law, or any 
rule or order made under the Constitution, to be ultra- 
vires of the Constitution.

8. Where a decision of the Supreme Court requires confirmation 
by the Parliament for its effect, the Chief Justice shall, by a letter 
addressed to the Speaker, refer the decision together with all relevant 
records to the Parliament for confirmation, and the Parliament shall 
return a reply, to the reference within six months stating either thaf 
it confirms or that it declines to confirm the decision. If no reply 
is returned within six month of the reference, the Parliament shall 
be deemed to have confirmed the decision which shall have effect 
accordingly. If the Parliament returns a reply declining confirma
tion, the Supreme Court shall reconsider the decision in the light of 
the reply and revise it accordingly.

V—The Parliament

1. The Parliament shall not be a part of the judiciary but shall 
exercise functions in the judicial process in a limited field. The'field 
is confined to the decision of the Supreme Court which has the effect 
of settling the law'of the land and as such impinges on the legislative 
field. Hence, the introduction of Parliament in the judicial process 
without making it an appellate authority in the' sense that the House 
of Lords of the British Parliament is an appellate authority.
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2. A reference of a decision of the Supreme Court for confirma
tion shall be considered in the Judicial Committee of th& Parliament 
constituted for the purpose consisting of not more than seven lawyer 
members of Parliament. The Judicial Committee shall consider as 
the only issue whether as legal policy the Parliament should accept 
the overruling or reversal of the earlier decision, the assumption of 
jurisdiction where it Was declared by law to be barred or the declara
tion of a law being ultra-vires of the Constitution, as the case may 
be.

3. The Committee shall hear the Attorney-General and the 
advocates of the parties and may also hear such other lawyers and 
jurists as it may deem fit on the only issue to be considered by it. 
After considering the issue the Committee shall make its recommenda
tion either that the Parliament may confirm, or that the Parliament 
may decline to confirm, the decision of the Supreme Court. The 
recommendation of the Committee shall be placed before the Parlia
ment for consideration.

4. After considering the recommendation of the Judicial 
Committee, the Parliament shall, by resolution, approve a reply to the 
Supreme Court either that it confirms, or that it declines to confirm, 
ih e  decision of the Court. In the case of a decision which declares 
any law, or any rule or order made under the Constitution, to be 
Ultra-vires of the Constitution, the Parliament shall not be deemed 
to  have declined to confirm the decision unless the resolution has 
been passed by a majority of two-thirds of the total number of mem
bers of Parliament and the fact that it has been so passed is conveyed 
"while returning the reply to the Supreme Court.

V-—th e  Legal Practitioners

1. A legal practitioner shall be required to be enrolled in a Bar; 
and  there shall be a Bar constituted with reference to each Court. 
•For the purpose of the Constitution of a Bar, a Division of the 
Supreme Court shall be treated as a separate court and the District 
C ourt and Additional District Courts for a judicial district shall 
collectively be treated as one court. The maximum number of legal 
practitioners that may be enrolled in a Bar shall be prescribed by law 
keeping in view the volume of business in the court with reference 
t o  which the Bar is constituted.

2. The legal practitioners shall be classified into three categories 
according to their enrolment. Those enrolled in the Bar for a Divi
s io n  of the Supreme Court, the Bar for a District Court and the Bar

\
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for a Local Court shall respectively be classified as Advocates of the 
Supreme Court, Advocates of the District Court and Advocates of 
the Local Court.

3. Enrolment of a legal practitioner in a Bar shall be made on 
the basis of competitive examination held by such authority and in 
such manner as may be prescribed by law. The first enrolment of 
a legal practitioner shall be in a Bar for a Local Court and only a per
son who has the prescribed academic qualifications and is not less than 
twenty-five years or more than forty-five years shall be eligible to 
be a candidate at a competitive examination for such first enrolment. 
A  person shall not be eligible for being a candidate at a competitive 
examination for enrolment:

(a) in a Bar for a District Court unless he has been an Advo
cate of a Local Court for not less than three years; and .

(b) in a Bar for a Division of the Supreme Court unless he has 
■ 'been an Advocate of a District Court for not less than

five years.

4. An Advocate of a Local Court shall not be entitled to 
practise in a District Court or the Supreme Court but may appear 
and plead before any other Local Court if so required by that Court 
or engaged as senior for assistance by an Advocate of that Court. An 
Advocate of a District Court shall not be entitled to practise in the 
Supreme Court but may appear and plead before any other District 
Court or any Local Court if requested by that Court or engaged as 
senior for assistance by an Advocate of that Court. An Advocate 
of the Supreme Court enrolled in any Division of that Court shall 
be entitled to practise in any other Division of the Supreme Court 
and may appear and plead before any District Court or Local Court 
if requested by that Court or engaged as senior for assistance by an 
Advocate of that Court.

5. The name of an Advocate shall be withdrawn from the roll
of the Bar in which he is enrolled on the occurrence of his death or 
if he—  *

(a) makes an application for such withdrawal;
(b) seeks enrolment and is enrqlled in any other Bar;
(c) takes up. any disqualifying employment or is engaged in 

any disqualifying business or other professions;
(d) is adjudged guiJty of any disqualifying misconduct or offence;.
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(e) becomes invalid by reason of any disablement or incapa
city; or

(f) attains superannuation on reaching the age of sixty-five 
years.

6. A person whose name has been withdrawn from the roll of 
a Bar may be re-enrolled in the same Bar or enrolled in any other 
Bar of the same category without such examination as is required 
for enrolment if he is not otherwise disqualified for enrolment and 
there is vacancy in that Bar.

7. Each Bar shall arrange a Group Insurance Scheme for dis
ablement benefits for each of its members and shall also provide for 
retirement pension for its retiring members.

I
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